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ABSTRACT
This internship reports findings on the use of informa1 assessrnent in language
arts, specificdly in a special education setting in the primary grades of one school.
Assessrnent and interventions were carried out on an individual, small group and whole

class level. Students' use of metacognitive strategies, especially self-tdk, in order to
guide students' reading and writing were exarnined and encouraged. Students showed
some improvement in this strategy use, displayed through anecdotal records of self-talk,
over the 12 week period of the intemship.
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CHAPTER CNE:
rNTRODUCTION

The Intemshio Settinn and Experienceq
The intemship site chosen by the intem was Newtown Elementary School, a
school with the Avalon East School Board located in the city of Mount Pearl. Newtown
Elementary is a three-strearn school which includes kindergarten to grade 6. There is a
population of approximately 600 students and 30 teachen.
The curent principal and vice-principal of Newtown Elementary have been
working cooperatively to minimize reading and writing dificulties in the pnmary grades.
Staff are actively involved in a process in kindergarten whereby snidents are identified for
intensified instruction in reading and writing through a nurnber of informai assessmenrs
and teacher observations. Students are identified for alternate instruction by the end of
kindergarten and receive remedial or special education help in language arts in grade 1. In
grades 1 and 3. they are either assigned to a special education teacher or kept in a

remedial reading group. The structure of services fluctuates ycarly depending on student
need and teaching resûurces.
This site was chosen as the internship site because of the administrative leadership
in early interve~tionin language arts and the close collaboration benveen trachers and
administntors to achirve the goals of early intervention. In addition, the vice-principal
worked as a special education te3chr.r offiring a dual perspective aionç with supervision
of the intern.

During the 1996/1997 school year. grade 1 students rrceived remedial instruction
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as a whole class. Eleven students were taught t~getherfor large blocks of tirne (1 1/2
hoürs/day), during which their ciassrnates also received languzge arts instruction fiom
their classroom teacher. The special education teacher instmcted students at that t h e .

The grade 2 students who received rernedial help came to the special education teacher
for three half-hour periods every six-day cycle. The grade 2 and grade 3 studenrs who are
classified as special education students received out-of-class instruction in language arts
for I 112 hours each day. The intem worked with dl of these groups of snidents.
In addition to nnictured language arts instruction, the administrators at Newtown
Elementary were attenipting to focus on imponant reading and writing skills such as
phonernic awareness and a variety of readiiig and witing strategies, such as rereading and
using contextual cues, which would enhance students' success and independence.
Grade 1 teachers met weeldy to plan classroom activities anci tended to do the
same curriculum topics and activitiss at the same times. During the school year, 19901997, al1 prirnary teachers met to discuss strategies to deal ~6thconcems about reading
and writing. The intem participated in these meerings as well.

The intemship took place during a 12-week period fiom January to April, 1997.

W s for the lnternship
The intem idsntified three general goals to be met dunng the intemship. The
intemship experiences werc categotized under one of cach of these goais. The intemship
goals were defined as follows: (a) drveloping assessrnent and intervention strategies and
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skills while working with students who were having difficulties in reading and writing;
(b) learning the types of administrative direction and intervention strategies which are

successful in arriving at school-wide reading and writing success; and (c) using a
metacognitive W e w o r k when working with four students in grades 1,2 and 3 in order
to develop self-reliance, reflective skills, and independent reading and writing strategies.

The third goal defined the research component of the internship.
The development of assessrnent and intervention strategies and skills occurred
through a number of activities. The intern leamed to assess individual students who were
having difficulty in reading andor wriring and were recomrnended for remedial or special
education instruction through the use of informai reading inventories md other informal
mesures of language ability. Following the assessment process, the intern developed
individual instructional activities based on the assessment results and carried out
interventions with these students over the period of the intemship. In addition, the intem
canied out remedial instruction in cooperation with remedial and special education
teachee in the regular classroom and with groups of two to four students who were
receiving instruction outside of their regular classroom. Finally, the intem reviewed the
literacy binder, Literacy dcvelopment in prirnary school: A support document for teachers
and primary school administrators (1 996), prepared for primary teachers by the Avalon
Consolidated School Board and reviewed current professional literature to detemine
appropriate activities for this specialized instruction.
ï h e second goal of the intemship was to learn about the types of administrative
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direction and intervention strategies which are successful in arriving at school-wide
reading and writing success, Le. How cm teachers help students with reading and writing
difficulties? What makes teachea reflect on their instniction? The intem attempted to
achieve these goals by attending and contributing to grade 1 teachers' weekly planning
meetings and attending and contributing to primary teachers' long-term planning

meetings for change in language arts instruction. To get a full picrure of the school's
approach, the intern also planned to interview the principal, the vice-principal and
teachers about what they believe works best to bring about reflective practices for

teachers and students. The intem kept anecdotal notes on teaching practices which appear
to hinder or enhance teachers' reflective behaviour, as well as student progress.
The third goal of the internship encornpassed the research component. The intem
intended to use a metacognitive framework when working with four students in grades 1,
2 and 3 in order to develop self-reliance, reflective skills, and independent reading and
writing strategies. In order to do this, she chose several foci for self-instruction training

based on informal assessments. AAer these areas of emphasis were established, she
showed students how to use general self-statements for problem-solving situations that
they identify and encouraged them to use these staternents while they were working on a

problem. The intem also encouraged classroorn teachers to reinforce metacognitive
strateçies within the classrooms of the children who were receiving the individualised
instruction. This last activity \vas only carried out in an informa1 sense while talking with
teachers about the students.

The Research Cornnonent
The research rnethodology for this intemship was qualitative. The intern wished to
explore the possibiiities for self-ralk training with pNnary children and to record their
progress and difficulties with the intention of refining such an approach for the
classroom. Because of the idiosyncratic nature of the children's responses and progress,
such findings would be dificult to quanti@. The small sample size and the range of
children in the study in terms of age, personality and Iearning needs precluded the
usefulness of statistical analyses to compare the children.
The intern cmied out individual informal assessrnents of four primary snidents as
well as follow-up recommendations and interventions. Students' metacognitive reading
and witing progress ;vas recorded through anecdotal records on a daily basis as well as at
the begiming and end of the internship penod (12 weeks) for cornparison to their initial

strengths and needs and to the expectations for their grade. The initial assessrnent and
observation penod occurred over the first three weeks, during which time permission to
work with each student was obtained and the intern sat in on the student's regular classed.
The following seven weeks comprised the intervention penod and the final two weeks
were used for final observations and assessmrnts.

Limitations of the Research Component
1: is difficult to compare and contrast the four students in the case studies because

they fornieci a heterogcneous group. . ! y findings do not represent the behaviours of a
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single group but represent a range of students. Due to the srnall sample size, any results
are only generalizabie to the participants in the snidy but may provide insight for other

situations. The students were in different grades and of different ages. Generaiizations
across an age range may be difficuit or unsuitable

There was oniy one researcher, the intem, working with ail four students. This
may have presented bias that would not be present if there were more than one researcher.
At the same time, the researcher discussed individual intervention with supervisors and
might have been able, thereby, to reduce the potentiai of such bias. Also, this study was
short in term (Le. approximately 12 weeks in duration) and, therefore, would not show the

kind of results one might expect fiorn longer intervention.

Oroanization of the Re~ort
Chapter One is intended to inrroduce the reader to the goals and objectives of the
intemship as well as give an brief introduction to the research component. Chapter Two
inciudes the fiterature review for the al1 of the intemship goals (including the research
component) and the underlying educational premises for the research cornponent.
Chapter Three explains the design and findings of the research component and Chapter

Four includes a discussion of the rzsearch findings as well as cntical reflection upon al1 of
the intemship goals and rhe many events and insights which occurred during the
internship.

C W T E R TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Throughout this intemship, the intem investigated factors which appear to
contribute to successful reading and writing instruction, especially in the prirnary grades.
Prior to the internship, the intern identified four conditions which may contribute to
students' success in reading and writing. These conditions are based on research presented
in the lirerature review and are selected as conditions which apply to the intem's
philosophy of teaching. The four conditions are rhat: (a) reading and writing intervention
should occur early in a student's school Me; (b) reading and writing instruction should be
focused but also contextualised and personally meaningful to students; (c) reading and
writinç occurs best in a school where administraton are actively involved in supporting
the teaching of reading and writing through professional developrnent and provision of

necessary resources; and (d) readen and witers are most successful when they have
metacognitive control over their leaming and are able to plan, monitor and evaluate their
own progress.
The first three conditions apply to the intemship in a çeneral sense and the last is

directly applicable to the subject of the intem's research. Literature pertaining to the first

three will be presented separately from the later presentation of the research literature.

EarIv Intervention
Students with academic difficulties who are identified and receive additional or
individuaiized instruction early in their school tives stand a betîer chance of later success.
A number of researchers (Lyons, 1989; McCarthy et d l , 1995) have shown that focused

and intensive early intervention with students who are having difficulties may be effective
in preventing the need for labels and special instruction for students later on.
Lyons (1989), using Reading Recovery rnethods, was able to provide grade 1
students with daily 30 minute individuai reading lessons for 12-20 weeks and give them
the necessary skills to read on a levei with their grade-appropriate peers. Schools which
use Reading Recovery or other early reading prograrns have had similar results
(McCarthy, Newby & Recht, 1995; Ross. Smith, Casey & Slavin, 1995). Posno (1982)

reported great success with early intervention in reading (grade 1 students) in London,
Ontario. Lyon (1996) contends that children need to be identified by the second or third
grade or their chances for academic success are limited. Although it is possible for
academic difficulties to surface later on in a child's academic life: it appears that many
dificulties are obvious from an early age.
Even if there is agreement that early intervention is desirable, researchers and
educators disagree about the nature of early intervention. There have been several decades

of debate about whether or not phonics-based instrucrion or sight word leaming is most
effective far early readers. Recent research seems to point to the necessity for successfil
readen to have weli-developed phonemic awarenzss (Griffith & Olson, 1992; MacDonald
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& Cornwall, 1995). As an alternative to an exueme position which stresses only wholistic

language acquisition or a phonics-only approach, a balanced early intervention program
cm help students with reading and writing difficuities. According to McGuire, Madaus,

Lia & Ramirez (1 996), an intervention program should stress the use of semantic,
syntactic, and bgraphophonic cues in beginning reading instruction. Otherwise students
may become over-reliant on one strategy or may not be exposed to leaming situations

which suit their style of learning to read and write.

bleaninp-Centred Leaminq
A penonally meaningful language context can only contribute to individual

students' success. Bize11( 1986) and Gage (1 986) contend thzt students create meaning
through writing. Proponents of reader response also clairn that readen make meaning out

of test when they read (Rosenblatt. 1985). The interaction of the student with the text
may create meaning which is more than the meaning of the student or the t e a by

themseives (Olson, 1994).
Whole language theory focusrs on the student and emphasizes the necessity of
understanding the studenr's individual perspective. Educators c m give students individual
attention while integratina their inrercsts into their teaching. Whole language also
prescribrs a contestualiseci study of lançuage. It ailows students to leam in the context of
material that is penonally meaningful and to l e m the strategies and skills of reading and
rvriting within estended pieces of witinç rather than through uncomected, generic

exercises. Whole language presents a process approach to writing and reading which

allows students to thhk about writing and to change their ideas as they write.
Within a whole language context, it is necessary to teach sûategies, skills and
conventions which students will need in order to succeed in a wide range of academic
situations. Delpit (1986) contends that extreme applications of whole language theory
have led to devastating results for disadvantaged students who need structure and explicit
instruction. She recomrnends that writing skills should be taught "within the context of
critical and creative thinking" (p.384).

Many recent studies have focused on the crucial role which phonernic awareness,
especially phoneme segmentation and blending, plays in reading development (Clymer,
1996; Gaskins et ai, 1996;Griffith & Olson? 1992; MacDonald & Cornwall, 1995; Nation
& Hulme, 1997). Phonemic segmentation appears to be a reliable predictor of reading

success. especially for early readers (Nation & Hulme, 1997). Nation and Hulme also
contend that onset-rime skills do not predict reading success nor do they improve with
age and matunty. It is. however, possible to teach phonemic awareness skills in concert

with a process approach in order to give children the best of what explicit and
contextualized language arts instruction have to offer.

Administrative Su~port
Individual teachers and researchen may operate in isolation in the implementation

of reading and writing instruction. A larger scale of change may occur, however, when
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whole schools and school boards work together to implement beliefs and instructional

methods. School administrators who have professionai experience with the teaching of
reading and writing and who read about reading and writing seem best prepared to
provide school leadership in these areas (Chance, 1991).
School action plans which include professional development for teachers, parental
involvement, enhancement of student attitudes, and resource support are optimal s w i n g
places for reading and writing success (Comcowish & Quim, 1995). Consistency in
expectations for reading and writing can only contribute to students' reading and writing
achievernent,

Research Ouestion: Metacosmition in Reading and Writinq
Metacognition, thinking about thinking, $vas neated as a fhdamentally desirable
goal for students throughout this intemship. Throughout the history of metacognitive
research, researchen have developed a number of procedures for metacognitive strategy
training. It is necessary to examine this body of research and the differential results which
occur with different age groups as well as success in both general and more specific
circurnstances.
Meichenbaurn (1 977) outlined a five-step approach to self-instructiori which many
researchers have used and which rducators and researchers have applied in a range of
situations. The fivr steps include cognitive modelling, overt extemal guidance, overt selfguidance. faded, overt self-guidance, and non-verbal self-instruction (Meichenbaurn,
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1977). Within each step, students may l e m to ask themselves the following generd
questions: (a) What is my problem?, @) How can I do it?, (c) Am 1 using my plan?, and

(d) How did 1 do?. The three key ingredients of this approach are planning, monitoring
and evaluating.
Researchers following Meichenbaurn's general approach have developed more
specific prompts which can be applied to reading. Payne and Manning (1992) used selfinstructional strategies during whole class basal reader instruction in grade 4 and a second
class was used as a control group and did not receive self-instruction lessons. This
intervention occurred over an entire school year and was used with al1 students, regardless
of ability or interest.. In addition, the researchers had hree primary objectives, (a) to
increase students' reading comprehension, (b) to increase students' strategy use, and (c) to
improve students' attitudes toward reading. One classroom used self-instructional
strategies and the other, the control group, used the teacher-directed question and answer,
vocabulary and word skills approach prescribed by the basal reader. The self-instructional
process included pre-reading, guided reading, and post-reading stages. This process also
required s ~ d e n t to
s be actively responsible participants in their owvn learning. In this
study, students who learned the self-instructional strategies performed significantly higher

than the control students on three measures, reading comprehension, aîtitude toward
reading, and reading strategy awareness. The finding that students' attitudes changed is
perhaps the most striking because the procedures necessary for self-instruction intempted
the students' reading md forced h e m to constantly evaluate the text. We might expect
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that students wouid resist such a procedure or at least that it would interfere with their
enjoyment of the text. Perhaps the success and involvement that necessarily result from
long-rem use of this metacognitive process improve -dents'

attitudes toward reading.

Ir is crucial for teachers to model use of any reflective strategy to their students in
order for them to use if effectively. Schmitt and Baumann (1986a) outiined a procedure
for teachers to develop a skills-based approach to teaching reading selections. The teacher
asks himselfherself WHAT reading skill to teach, WHY teach the reading skills, WHEN

to teach the reading skiIl, and HOW teach the reading skill. Teachen leam to ask
themselves questions in the similar self-questioning manner which they teach their
students. Meichenbaurn (1 979) aiso stressed the value of teachers' verbalizations about
thcir orvn strategy use when helping students to self-talk. It is key for teachers to model
the reflective process for students as w l l as use it themselves. Researchers (Cartledge &
klilbur. 1980; Gaskins et al., 1996; Mahn & Greenwood, 1990; Manning, 1991 ;
kleichenbaum & Asamow, 1979; Miller 1985; Palinscar & Brovm, 1987; Payne &

Manning, 1992; Rhodes. 1979;Sullivan, 1981: Wong, 1985) consistently report the
irnproved performance of students who recrive metacognitive training. Novice readers
tend to be more impulsive or randorn in their application of strategies than do expert
rraders who tend to assess a situation and apply and monitor strategirs rffectively
(Palinscar 8r Brown. 1957). Daugheny and Logan (1996) also contend that self-talk is
related to creativity. in a study of gified children, aged five to six years old, and their
metacognitive problem-solvinç, Daugherty and Logan found that task-related speech waas

highly correlated with creativity measures and also concluded that these children
intemalize private speech earlier on than other children.
Many highiy successful readers may not be aware explicitly of the strategies they

use. However, the ability to plan one's reading activities, to anticipate dificulties, to
monitor successes and errors, and to change course mid-strearn, appears to be crucial to
successful strategy use (Manning,White & Daugherty, 1994; Brown, 1980). It is not clear
whether or not explicit awareness of strategy use would enhance strategy use although
one would expect that explicit awareness would give the reader greater control.
Short-term strategy teaching appears to diminish this difficulty, however.
Manning's (1988) study of 1st and 3rd graders with behaviour problems showed a
noticeable change in behaviour after only eight one hour sessions of instruction in
Meichenbaum's method. An e'rperirnental and a control group of students for each grade
were assessed on several measures; a locus of control questionnaire, teacher observation
and time on task observations. Al1 scores showed a significant improvement. especially
the students' ratings of locus of control (rpb=.17 increased to 37). Studies of self-taIk
training have focused on the elementary, junior high and high school grades although
several have also shown success in the primary grades. Miller (1985) has completed a

number of studies olelementary students' success with self-instructional strategies for
comprehension monitoring. She studied grade 1 students who were average readers.

These students received either general self-instniction training, task-specific selfinstruction training, task specific didactic instruction. or practice training. Both seif-
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inmuctional groups performed better on error detection tasks, while reading a short essay,

than the other two groups [t(4O)>j .O 1, p<. 051.
In a later study, Miller (1987)' followed a similar procedure to her 1985 study but
Ioohd at the differentid strategy use of average and above average grade 3 readers.
Miller f o n d a significant increase in the use of self-instructional strategies of above
average readers [F(1,23) = 5.27, p<.03] and a positive but non-significant increase in the

strategy use of average readers F(1.Z)=2.96, p<.09]. Experienced readen appear to lack
both the knowledge and skills necessary for comprehension monitoring although the
length and depth of training may not have b e n adequate, in Miller's snidy, to allow the
poorer readers' to acquire error detection skills. This result may also point to the more
passive role that less skilled readen take. as well as the greater processing demands of
reading and monitoring reading simuitaneously. It seems likely that less skilled readers
would need more training and more individual reinforcement.
A similar study of poor and good readers in grade 4 by Paris and Myers (1981)

also found that poor readen monitored their comprehension less dian did good readers. In
addition, they and had poorer comprehension and recall scores than did good readen. The
researchen esplained the poorer readen' aificulty as a problern of strategy application.

These readers tended to use decodinç strategies when strategies should have been focused
toward meaning cornprehension goals. In Miller's (1 987) study of Grade 3 students, the
less skiiled readers' verbal ability lessened their understanding of the instructions. A
nurnber of h e m were unable to give an example of the concept. 'oppusite', and, therefore,
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did not undentand how to look for opposite statements in the text.
McGuire and Yewchuk (1 996) studied the strategy use of leaming disabled gified

students and found that although they evaluated their own progress, often they failed to
detect erroa in text and needed specid training to plan and set goals. Kronk (1 994), in a
study of adolescents' private speech, found that, specificaily, a high degree of activity
description and self-guidance were related to higher academic task scores.

In 1990, Mahn and Greenwood studied grade 1 students who were reading at a
beginning grade 1 instructionai level. Students participated for the duration of a five-week
unit plan according to the basal reader that al1 of the ciassrooms used. The researchers
used Meichenbaum's (1 977) process, i.e. cognitive modelling, overt extemal guidance,
overt self-guidance, faded, overt self-guidance, and non-verbal self-instruction, and found
significant differences between connol and experimental groups. In this case, students'
success in using self-statements was measured through their performance on basal
reading seatwork tasks which involved word recognition, logical sequencing, word choice
and decoding of verbs. The students were trained in self-instruction on non-reading tasks
but were able to transfer their strategy to reading. The teachers who used the procedure
modified the researchers' guiding questions to suit the children's idiosyncratic language.
Studies of the metacognitive processes of primary students are relatively rare.
It may be that researchers believe prirnary students incapable of the refiection and abstract

thought necessary for self-questioning and, therefore, do not study them. In one of the
k w studies of primary children's rnetacognitive abilities, Rhodes (1 979) found that
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grade 2 students' traditional reading achievement test scores rose significantly afier self-

instructional training. Similarly, Sullivan (198 1) found that grade 1 students leamed to
successfully use self-instructional smtegies in math and visuai discrimination tasks. This
latter research did not study reading specifically, although it codd be argued that the

same strategies could have been used to develop word decoding skills.
Gaskins et al (1 996) used a metac~~gitive
self-talk approach to teaching phonemic
segmentation skills wïth grade 1 students and achieved considerable success. They
focused on analytical strategy use with relatively simple concepts which were
dcvtlopmentaily appropriate for grade 1 children. The thirteen students in the group
scored higher than the previous years' students in terms of spelling and reading scores but
only the reading scores were significantly higher than the last year's grade I class. Roth et
al (1996) have studied the metacognitive abilities of p r i m q students and included
rnetasyntactic and metasemantic categories as well. They concluded that metasyntactic
ability \vas an important predictor of reading success although, developmentally,
metaphonemic atvareness is necessary fint.
Parents play a potentially potent role in helping young children to develop
metacognitive skills. Martin and Rrutzel ( 1996) studied mothers of children h m six
months to four years old. The mothers werr obsenred to make three types of scaffolding
drcisions when reading to their young children: drcisions to estend kiiowledge, decisions
to m&e difficult test easier, and decisions to niaintain their child's attention. These

drcisions appeared to be based upon the mothers' beliefs about their children's

development. It is likely that teachers rnake similar types of decisions based on the
perceived ability of a paicular child (Bumett, 1996). It is also possible that children who
are perceived as more academically capable receive more enriched and strategic
scaffolding than those for whom expectations are lower.
There appear to be few differences in the potential use of self-instructional
strategies by primary and elemenrary students. Both groups c m use general and specific
self-questioning and both types of questioning improve students' performance on reading
tasks, especially those related to reading comprehension. Less research has been carried
out with primary groups of children so it is difficult to make firm conclusions at this
point. Wong (1 985) suggests that it is not the age of student which determines hm or k s
ability to use an imer questioning voice but the student's expenence with reading and
thinking about reading, as well the appropriateness of the reading task, task dificulty and
the estent of the reader's background knowledge. Similarly. Glass (1993) outlined four
potrntial methodological issues which musr be considered when analysing students' use

of self-talk: the structure of the self-talk, whcther or not the self-talk refers to the present
or p s t , the type of response that the student must make,and the nature of the stimulus to
which the student is responding. Most studies tend to focus on reading comprehension
situations where students are required to detect textual errors. In many cases, researchen
arc not çrttinç a full picture of the types of problem-solving which students can use. They
are tappinç a particular academic skill, which requires proficient reading, as well as
ignorinç situations which might show greater stmtegy use in a range of situations through

a variety of leaming styles.

Brown (1980) points out the special considerations one m u t make when studying
metacognition in young children. Developmentally, young children are often less
conscious of their own thoughts than older children and adults, and need more training to
develop this consciousness. As well, young children ofien cannot verbalise the
complexity of their behaviours. Their naming of what they do is ofien inaccurate and
unrelated to their actual processes. They are ofien poor predicton of the smtegy they will

or do use in a specific situation.
One must redise that other factors may potentially affect one's success with selfinstructional strategies. Individuals are capable of both negative and positive self-talk
although the latter has been the primary focus of most studies. Manning (1 990) found that
negative self-taik was negatively correlated with verbal IQ scores and were also positive
related to teachers' rating of students. Similarly, Bumett (1996) studied grade 3 to grade
7 students and found that leaming disabled students engaged in less positive and more

negative self-talk than other students. Also, positive ratings of parents' perceptions were
positively related to boys' positive self - talk whereas positive peer perceptions were
related to positive self-talk for boys and for girls. Teacher's perceptions were positively
related to positive self-talk for girls. This gender difference suggests that students may
need different sources of support in order to successfully develop their own positive
learning strategies.
When looking at t!!r strategy use of ycung children who hwe reading difficulties,
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it must be considered that their task is made more difficdt because they have difficdty
decoding and they have difficulty using reading strategies. At the same time, strategy

training for these student rnay have more potent effects when the time and care are taken
for explicit training which gradually increases task difficulty. Notari-Syvenon et al
(1996) descnbe a structured preschool program, Mediated Learning Program. This
program focuses on problem-solving and the use of models and provides metacognitive
stimulation for children who have been enrolled in a program for the gifted. It would be
interesting to apply their strategies and approach with a more representative sample of
preschoolers.
Potentially, self-questioning can be applied to any subject area where there is
problem-solving, especially reading. Decoding and comprehension are necessary in math,
science, geography, history, art, and a multitude of other areas. Meichenbaum (1979)
could be used as a "cognitive prosthesis" for students in a
suggests that ~el~questioning

range of academic situations. It can provide them with the persona1 scaffold they need to
develop acadernic skills and strategies. General strategies rnay be usefül for al1 students in
persona11y significant situations.

Much research concludes that self-instructional strategies help children to become
more active, independent and reflective leamen. Penonal experience, background
knowledge. and abstract reasoning rnay influence the speed and degree ofsüccess in
mastenng these strategies. Al1 students, however, may potentially benefit fiom their use.

C W T E R THREE
RESEARCH COMF'ONENT: METACOGNITION IN READING AND WRITING
Statement of Purpose
This research investigated whether or not metacognitive smtegy Paining
(especially self-talk training) can enhance the reading and writing development of
students with difficulties. The intem considered the effect of developmental factors on
strategy use as well as the efEect of personality and individual differences on the ability to
successfuIIy use metacognitive strategies. Throughout this intemship, the intern tried to
discover how strategy use could be best tailored to meet individual needs.

Data CoIIection
The intemship began with one week of observation of students in their specid
education or remedial classes as ~

1 as 1in their regular classrooms. The intern noted

students' academic and behavioural patterns in prepantion for initial assessment.
Obsentations lasted for 50-60minutes per student depending on the classroom activity.
The four students who would receive one-on-one instruction by the intem were chosen
during this prriod of time. Students were recommended by special education teachers in
consultation with classroom teachen. Two grade 1 students who were receiving out of
class instruction. one grade 2 student who kvas part of a çnde 2 remedial çroup, and o m
grade 2 student who \vas p m of a special rducation lançuaçc arts class were chosen for
the intcrn's research. The grade 1 studrnts were chosrn because their reading and writing
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skills were less develcped than their classmates who received special help. They wrote
and read very little. The grade 2 snident was chosen because he appeared to be having
more difficulty reading and writing at a grade-appropriate Ievel than his classmates but
also appeared to be very unmotivated in his work. The grade 3 student was chosen
because his writing abilities appeared to surpass his special education classmates but he
was having much more difficulty with his reading. His self-confidence was quite low and

his teachers felt that with a linle extra assistance he might be able to leave the special
education program.
Following the initial week of observation, the intern carried out informal
assessrnent with each of the four students chosen for research over the first three weeks of
the intemship while at the same time working with other children towards other
intemship goals. The intem met with each student for 30-minute sessions three times
during a six-day cycle. The time required to complete these assessments depended on the
student's availability, student attendance, the student's existing academic abilities and the
student's ability to attend to the tasks at hand.
The four students were administered similar assessrnents where possible.
Assessments included self-portraits, reading sight words in isolation and in context, d e n t
reading of longer passages, oral reading of longer passages, and listening comprehension
questions afier hearing a passage, al1 of which were contained in the Stieglitz Informal
Reading Inventory, 1997.Also administered were a reading attitudes survey (see
Appendix A), questions about reading knowledge and writing knowledge (see Appendix
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B), phonemic awareness assessment (see Appendix C), the Yopp-Singer Test of Phoneme
Segmentation (Yopp & Singer, 1995), and the Rosner Test of Auditory Analysis Skills.
Also, the intern administered an individualized word cloze (see Appendix D), an
assessment of knowledge of letten and letter-sounds by asking midents to form these
directly, an assessment of letter formation, a free witing task, a personal goal-seîting task
(see Appendk

E), a writing vocabulary inventory (Clay, 1993, pp.58-60), an informal

orai language test (see Appendix F), and an informal story retelling. During these
assessrnents, the intem also noted the student's ability to attend and the non-task
conversation between the student and the intern.
Using many ideas from Manning's ( 1991) cognitive ~el~instruction
model, the
intem developed questions to begin the self-taik session. The entire procedure is
esplained in Appendix G. For the nest two weeks, the intem used a series of self-ta&
tasks to discover the student's preexisting level and type of self-talk. as well as the
student's ability to copy self-taik which the intem modclled. Each student received the
sarne type and order of tasks.
The initial activity was a somewhat open-ended discussion. The intem asked the
student the following questions, "Have you ever talked to yourse1V' The student, when
possible, recalled self-ta1k incidents and the intem recorded these. Usually, unless the
student s m e d recallinç immediately, the intern recalled a peno~al,non-academic selftalk incident. The intem prornpted the student for more esamples and asked for examples

5om both home and school.
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Afier the initial questioning, the intern introduced the student to the four self-talle
questions which would serve as guiding questions for the duration of the research study.
They were introduced through die use of a cartoon of a bear planning to build a bird
house. Cartledge and Milbum ( 1980) developed this cartoon and the following two tasks
from Meichenbaum's (1 977) original model. The four questions were (a) What is my
problem?, (b) How can 1 do it?, (c) Am I using rny plan?, and (d) How did 1 do? These
four questions include the planning. monitoring and evaluating components of
Meichenbaum's initial self-talk regimen. The intem would then use a persona1 example to
illustrate use of the four self-talk questions.
The third component of the self-talk training include two modeiling tasks,
colouring shapes and tracing mazes, taken from Cartledge & Milbuni (1 980). The exact
protocol for these activities is included in Appendix H. The purpose of these activities
was to model self-talk for the student to copy and, after several repetitions, to have the

student model self-talk for the intern.
Afier these rasks were completed, the student and the intem brainstormed possible

academic and social situations where this self-talk might be usefûl.
During the eight weeks which followed, the intem implemented individualized
intervention which used elements of self-talk as a guiding framework and which focused
on the student's most prominent needs based on the informal assessrneni. The intem
referred back to the bear cartoon and the four self-talk questions frequently. Any
incidences of self-talk or specific smtegy use, whether expected or spontaneous, were

recorded by the intem. Ciassroorn and speciai education teachen were regularly contacted
about students' progress and were given the opportucity to suggest possible directions for
intervention.
The last three sessions of the internship focused on reassessment of the students'
language abilities. Where possible, initial assessments were repeated, especially those

directly related to the intended intervention objectives. In addition, the intern
administered a reading and writing attitudes survey (see Appendk G) and a self-taIk
questionnaire (see Appendix H) which the intem developed during the internship.
Because of student absenteeism in the week pnor to Easter holidays, several of these final
assessments were incomplete. The intern returned to the school to complete these after
the Easter break, keeping in mind that the time interval may have had an effect on the
students' performance. The intern provided the school with a copy of a summary of
progress for each student and made recornmendations for fiinire instruction both in and
out of the regular ciassroom.

Research Findina
Note: Randomly assigned initials will be utilized to identi& the children while
maintaining their anonymity.
Student 1: TC
Pre-intervention assessrnent.

TC is a Grade 1 boy who transferred to Newtown Elementary fiorn a St. John's

imer city school in January, 1997. At that school he received additional nipport in
Language arts in a smali group. He is one of two boys in a single parent family. Shortly
after arriving at Newtown Elementary, TC started receiving his reguiar Grade 1 Language
arts instruction for 1.5 hours daily in a small group of 1 1 students. TC received 2 (1 hour)
sessions of in-class assistance per 6-day cycle and 3 (30 minute) individual sessions for 4
weeks and 3 (45 minute) sessions of individual assistance for 4 weeks.
Pre-intervention assessment information about TC is summarized in Table 1.
The intern provided TC with a slightly different intervention program l?om that of the
other three students based on his teacher's request and his extreme difficulty with any
activities related to reading and writing. The intem began in-class support with TC for
two one-hou periods in a six-day cycle. His teacher did not want him to always leave the

classroom for help and his needs appeared to surpass those of the other students with
whom the intem worked. Also, because of his great difficulties, the intem did not attempt
rnany initial informal reading and writing assessments with TC.

Initially, TC could read and write very little, but did have more age and gradeappropnate auditory and listening skills. He had a negative attitude towards most school
work and had dificulty concentrating independently for any penod of time. A table of
TC'S strengths and needs was devised in consultation with his teachers following this
period of informal assessment (see Table 2).

Table 1
Summary of Pre- and Post-Intervention Assessment for Studefit $1 :TC

Pre-intervention Assessrnent

Post-intervention Assessrnent
(TC was absent for much of this time period
and uncooperative when he renimed to
school)

Readinq

Readinq

* fkquentiy refen to own inability to read

* desire/willingness to read fluctuates daily

or to l e m to read

* can identify 5-10 words by sight

* c m visually discriminate when words are

* would not read selected passages during final

similar

assessrnent

* can identiQ own name, 'yes' 'no' by sight

* uses picture cues and repeated sentence
panems CO nsistently

* sometimes uses initial sound-letter cues

r a b l e confinues)

Table I (continued)

Writing:

Writing

* can w i t e own name, 'yes', 'no'

* refused to participate in final free writing

* can devise topic for writing but needs

activity

much encouragement

* couid forrn most Iower case letters and write

* Iikes to write about summer activities

initial word letten but needed help to f o m

such as bike riding

entire words and sentences

* can sometimes identify letter if teacher
segments word sounds

* can identib 5/20 consonant sounds
* cm wite approximately half of Iower
case letters

rable continues)

Table I {continued)

Listeninq

Listenino

* easily distracted in instructional situations * no final informal assessments completed
or during seatwork

* sometimes îrouble attending in class but more

* bnef retellings are more dependent on

focused than previously

illustrations than on text

* listens attentively when stories are read

* uses pmnoun referents in vague manner
(IL'n

* c m answer literal questions about test
read aloud (Stieglitz)
S peaking

S~eakinq

* speaks in a low voicr and in short. simple

* no informal final assessments completed

sentences

* still not prepared wvith response in class but

* rrquires prompts to daborate

continues to raise hand to volunteer

* when called upon (response to raised
hand) doesn't have response ready

* t&es turns

Table 1 (continued)

-

Phonemic Awareness

Phonernic Awareness

* can differentiate same and different

* could defme and identifi rhyming pain of

sounding words (PAT)

words

* can isolate some initial and ending sounds * refused to atternpt to identify final phonemes
(fAT)

in words

* no awareness of rhyme (PAT)

* later assessrnent - could identiQ individual

* difficulty leaving out or changing parts of

phonemes and separate words into onset and

words (Rosner)

rime

Attitudes/Work Habits

AttitudedWork Habits

* likes to work individually with teacher

* resists individual work when it appears more

* needs constant reinforcement to continue

challenging

working

* less frequently complains about inabilities

* constantly seeks help by saying, "Cmyou * tires easily
help me?" or "1 don? know how!"

* tires easily
* responds best in game situation

* attempts to make fnendslsocialize

(Table continues)

Table 1 (conrinued)

Metacognitive Awareness

Metacornitive Awarenes~

* Iittle awareness of what he needs to do to

* refused to or couldn't m w e r direct questions

read except ask Mom for help

about self-talk procedure

* demonstrates little awareness of planning

* could use self-ralk procedure during simple

or strategy use

tasks (Le- leamhg to fom letters)

Note. PAT = Phonernic Awareness Test; ILT = Informal Language Test; Stieglitz =
Stieglitz informal reading inventor)..

(Table continues)

Self-talk training.

TC couid not identify any specific instances of self-talk, which was not surprishg

for a child of his age and behavioural difficulties. During the fint self-talk activity, he
was able to copy the intern's modelling of self-taik. When he attempted to mode1 self-talk,

he made self-talk statements at the beginning of the activity but had to be prompted
towards the end.

During the second self-talk activity, tracing mazes, TC made more spontaneous
self-talk statements and was able to recall the types of self-talk statements that helped him
to complete the activity successfully. When TC anempted to cornpiete a similar self-talk
activity he made fewer self-talk statements aloud but could answer specific questions
about his planning.

In general, TC appeared t~ have had litde espenence in monitoring his behaviour
with self-taik and seemed capable of doing so only with constant support and supervision.
-

d Intervention

Metacognitive: During the practice of formation of upper and lower case letters,

TC sometimes talked aloud about letter formation such as asking himself to recall the
visual appearance of the letter and the combination of types of shapes he would need to

form it. Afier several sessions of usinç different media for practising letter formation, the
intem asked TC to use die four-question process to plan his letter formation session. With
the simple choice of activities, TC was confident about his ability to plan his work.

Table 2

TC'S Table of Stren&s &.id Needs Foliowine Initial Assessrnent
Grade: 1

Date: Feb. 1/97
-

.-

- -

-

..

.

Strengths

Needs

- cm segment words into onset and rime.

- to Ieam to identiQ and form al1 upper and

- responds weil to success and positive

lower case letters.

reinforcement

- develop phonemic segmentation and
blending skills.

- read b e g i ~ e books
r
- variety of strategies
- attempt to stay on task and focused
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The intern asked him each of the four questions at the appropriate tirne and he responded,
sometimes in full sentences and sometimes in fragments.
Afier severai sessions in this vein, Tc's classroorn teacher mentioned that she
would like for TC to be involved in more whole reading and writing activities so the
intem applied the four questions to the reading strategies TC needed to use to read simple
pattern books. For the duration of our sessions, we focused on using picture cues and
initiai sound-letîer cues. The intem would mode1 and TC w o d d attempt to apply the
strategies to his book. He did not adapt well to this change in activity and ohen resisted
participating. Sessions were sornetimes cut short.

During the seven weelû, TC missed at least one or two days of school each week
and missed a full week just before the end of the session. This provided a continuity

problem. On some days, TC appeared to be able to use reading strategies and on other
days, could or would not participate. If he became familiar with a story. he would Iocate a
word which the intem asked him to locate by rereading the text and pointing at the words
until he came to the word. He would only use sound-letter cues when prompted to do so.
Progress towards other short-term goals during intervention: TC leamed to
identify rnost upper and lower case letten although the focus of intervention was on
lower case letters. He could forrn al1 of these letters as well. Quite fiequently, TC would

ask for help with a letter that he had already fomed correctly earlier in the sentence. He
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usually asked for help before lookuig for himself and, even when it \aspossible to copy
words fiom sentences the intern had written, did not use this as a strategy either. In class,
he often appeared to have difficulty copying from the board and fiequently lost his place.
Copying what someone else had written did not appear to be easier for him than
composing independently.

TC developed more phonemic blending and segmentation skills throughout the 12
weeks. He was more able to use fhctional spelling in order to compose but his sight
vocabulary increased rninimally. He could identie d l of the sounds to accompany
consonants and several vowel sounds. His classroom teacher and remedial teacher also
provided instruction in these areas.

TC became farniliar with the patterns in simple books and couid replicate them
once provided with the initial pattern. He still had a great deal of diEculty decoding
simple words.
Slowly, TC appeared to be able to focus for longer penods of time (sometimes as
much as five or 10 minutes). especially in class, although depending on his mood, energy
or Frame of rnind, he ofien resisted doing work that he perceived as requinng effort.

Post-intervention assessment information about TC is summarized in Table 1.
TC misscd two iveeks of school towrds the end of the assessment and was often

uncooperative when the intem attempted to work with him. His progress may be ben
noted by refeming to the commeats of progress throughout the intervention period.

Student 3: iMC
Pre-intervention assessment.

MC is a grade 1 student who arrived at Newtown Elementary in September, 1997.
He lives with his mother and his sister but will soon be also living with his mother's new
husband and her baby. After initiai observation, MC was placed in a language arts group
with ten other snidents in Grade 1 outside of his reguiar classroom for 1 Il2 hours a day.

MC received three 1R hour sessions of individual intervention tirne each six-day cycle.
Pre-intervention assessment information about MC is summarized in Table 3.

MC could read few words by sight and had dificulty identifying phonemes. He
focused pnmariiy on the visual appearance of words. In contrast to his minimal writing

and reading abilities, MC spoke clearly and in hl1 sentences. He would speak at length

~ 6 t little
h prompting and would initiate questions.

MC showed a well developed sense of humour as well as some evidence of
abstract thinking, i.e., he talked about the importance of facing one's fears. He wanted the

Table 3

S u r n m e of Pre- and Post-Intervention Assessment for Student 32: MC

-

--

-

Pre-Intervention Assessment

Post-Intervention Assessrnent

Readinq

Reading

* can recognize visual similarities between

* c m identiw 15% of words in isolation

words

(Preprimer)

+

c m identiQ 20% of words in isolation

* reads for meaning first, then uses picture

(Preprimer)

cues, then sound-letter correspondence

* caimot read any words in context but can

* easily discerns patterns of text in simple

identify several words within sentences that

books

he knows

* miscues are related to words' visual
appearance

* c m identifi most lower and upper case
leners

(Table confinues)
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Table 3 (continued)
Writinq

Writing

* inconsistent success with journal writing -

* resistant to write during final assessrnent

some days uses random letter strings, other

* writes more readily in class when

days is phonetically decipherable

remembers that he may choose a different

* makes light loose p e n d marks when

activity if he finishes in a reasonable penod of

witing or drawing

time.

* can write - 8 rvords accurately and

+

uses letters to symbolize words

independently

* uses mixture of upper and lower case letten

* misspellings sometimes visudly or

* often omits syllables and sometimes entire

phonetically similar to correct word

words

* c m supply missing Ieners in simple words if * attempts to make sounds for !enen but does
teacher makes the sounds, othentise results

so sparsely

appear to be randorn

* can \$rite - 15 words accurately

* forms a number of letters and numbers

* can forrn al1 lower case letters

backwards

Table 3 (continue9

Listening
+

demonstrates well developed predictive

ability when listening to stories
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Listeninq

* continues to complain about penpheral
noise

* comprehended and attended to level 1
passage read aloud

(Incomplete because of absence during final

* less attentive afier 1st reading - success only

assessrnent p e ~ o d )

with literal questions beyond level 1
S~eaking

Speaking

* well developed verbal skills and evidence of * no new comments
abstract thought

* ofien intempts others while they are talking

* tells lengthy developed anecdotes while
working

* speaks in complex and simple sentences
* can retell main ideas of narrative dthough
not necessarily chronologicai

* storytelling ofien tangentiai to visual image

(Table continues )

Table 3 (continued)
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Phonemic Awareness

Phonemic Awarenes~

* c m identiS 16121 consonants sounds

* c m discriminate similar and different word

* difficulty with vowei sounds

pairs

* early to mid-kindergarten auditory analysis

* c m isolate more beginning, middle and final

skiils

phonemes when dealing with individual

* can isoiate initiai phonemes - sornetimes,

words.

final phonemes

* applies self-talk procedure to phonemic

* could not identiQ similaddifferent word

anaiysis

pain (thought there was an order pattern)

* frequently segments words into onset and

* c m o t blend phonemes to fonn a word

rime

* strong knowledge of rhyming pairs

* early Grade 1 zuditory analysis skills
(Rosner)

* can identifi al1 consonant and most vowel

(Table continues)

Table 3 (coniinue~$
Attitudes/Work H a b i ~
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Attitudes/Work Habits

* dificulty attending during group instruction * crying in class nom time to time when
and during seat work

privileges taken for misbehaviour or

* high level of activity

inattention

* fiendly with classrnates

* positive attitude towards reading

* requires preat deal of supervision to

* says good readers read a lot

complete work

* h o w s that people need to read and wite

* engages in behaviours to put off work -

more as they get older

playing games, hiding his materials, asking to

* knows that writers need to listen and to

leave the room

make word sounds

Metacocnitive Awareness

Metacomitive A wareness

* a w m of dificulties wvith listening. reading

* understands gist of self -talk process and

and writing

can f o m own questions

* awwe of distractibility (observations

* could apply self-talk to persona1 situations

contirm sensitivity to noise and actions of

* stresses importance on thinking in his head

others)

* awate of own reasons for choices (ILT)
flotet Rosner = Rosner's test of auditory analysis skills; ILT = informal Language Test.

intem to interact with him during story retelling and kept asking the intem's opinion. He

was an enthusiastic conversationalist but avoided any seatwork which required reading,
writing, or drawing. A table of TC'S strengths and needs was devised in consultation with

his teachers following rhis period of informal assessrnent (see Table 4).
Self-talk training.

MC was eager to share examples of personal self-talk which were related to
playing with others. During the second activity, colouring shapes, MC found it dificuit to
wait to foilow the intem's lead. For this reason, the entire procedure was repeated on the
following day. On the second occasion. he was able to follow and was able to mode1 die
shading procedure although he had to be prompted for self-talk statements towards the
end of the session.

During the third activity. making trails, MC still showed a tendency to want to
start without the intem. He quickly became more adept at creating self-talk statements
and continued to do so throughout the sessions without prompts. At the next session, he
was able the recall the gist of the self-talk, "Take your tirne. Make a plan.", and found it

easy to apply the self-talk questions to sorne problems he might have to solve. MC and
the intem created prompts that MC might use in class when he was having dificulty

Table 4:
MC'S Table of Strengths and Needs FolIowinn Initia1 Assessrnent

Grade: 1

Date: Feb. 1/97
-

-

Strengths

Needs

- very willing to help out - teachers and

- attempt to use sound-letter knowledge to

classrnates

write more

- likes to listen to stones being read

- read beginner books - variety of strategies

- asks questions about booWtopics -

- phoneme segmentation and blending

natural ly inquisitive

- to focus attention on task - verbally and

- literai understanding of stories and good

physicd Ly

predictive ability
- b e g i ~ i n gto recognize visual patterns in
words (like is like take;
far is like fox)

-knows the sounds that accompany most
consonants and vowels

- good listening comprehension
-strong knowledge of rhyming words
-verbally creates complex stories and
sentences.

paying attention or getthg to work.
Ongornrr assessmenr and intervention.
Metacognitive: Although MC seemed quite able to produce self-talk in an
individualized setting, he had trouble traosfening this ability to the classroom. The intern
attempted to remind him of his self-talk in class but he said he was tired or wanted to
play When questioning MC about words f?om stories, he ofien spontaneously analysed

the words. He could point out whether he was having dificulty with the beginnuig or end
of a word and was paying attention to word length when ûying ro distinguish between
two words.
When he started to use the self-talk procedure to reinforce reading strategies,
especially a combination of picture cues and initial sound-letter cues, the intem guided
his self-talk by posing the questions. MC'S self-taik statements reflected his
intemalization of the concepts although the intern rarely witnessed him using them
without prompt. He undentood that he was planning and trying to concentrate and "listen
to bis] mind." The strategy for reading and writing that he explicitly stated most was
"stretching out" the words. He would attempt to make the individual sounds in words in
order to read them or spell them.

During a discussion about what was done when MC carne out with the intem he
becarne noticeably upset. He seemed fnistrated with school in general and the intem

asked hirn what it was dl about. He said, "When 1goes up on the carpet in Mn. P's class
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they're ail talking, it gets stuck in my head. Al1 that W n g gets in your head. It's quiet in
here. "

On a number of occasions MC complained about the noise in the class and often
held his head down in his hands when the class did group reading activities. His hearing
had been assessed with no significant results but follow-up with the speech-language
pathologist was recornmended.
Later during that same session' MC r e h e d to reread a book that we had read the
previous day. When w e talked about reading strategies he insisted that he did not have to
use the lettea in the word to read the word. The intem explained that everyone used the
letten in words to help thern to read. It \vas clear that a lot of his reading was based on the
undentanding of sentence patterns and on memory. This incident reinforced the intem's
suspicion that either MC \vas not intellectually ready for these knds of reading activities
or that some other individual difficulty was interfering with his auditory undentanding.
The nest day \vas more successful.

When MC w a s successhil with his reading, he constantly reinforced himself with
statemrnts such as. "1 got it right." and "I'm doing good.", a habit which had been
observed before the self-talk training but seemed more fiequent now. He began to recali
the strategies he intended to use at the end of a session and explain how he had used
thern.
Proçress towards other short-term goals durinç intervention: At the beginning,

MC used pictures as cues to create meaningful test which might not have any relation to
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the letten and words on the page. By pointhg to the words as he read, MC was able to
gradually pay more attention to the number of words he read and the details of these
words. His miscues continued to be meaningfül, Le. 'got' for 'went.. With the intemsrs
prompting, he was able to modiQ his guesses.

The intem trained MC to use a selGtalk procedure (Gaskins, 1996) to stretch and
blend phonemes with simple words that he encountered when he read. At the beginning,
he had difficulty separating the s o m s and actually forming some of the vowel sounds.
From da? to day he could not dways reproduce the segmenting self-talk and had trouble
chronologically ordenng the sounds. After four or £ive sessions with the sarne simple
words his accuracy improved.
It \vas consistently clear that MC had difficulty perceiving the sounds in words on

his own. However. the arnount of modelling we did only helped irnprove his
identification of initial sounds. In cornparison to the rest of his classmates, MC had
dificulty sreinç the patterns of sounds within words, especially vowel sounds.

Pest-intervention assessment.
Post-intervention assessment information about MC is summarized in Table 3.
Because of MC'Sabsenteeism directly before Easter, some of the informal
assessniénts were camed out three weeks after a break fiom schooi. These later
assçssnicnts wili be indicated.
When the intern asked MC the four self -talk questions he responded with two

more generai questions : What is my plan? and How am I doing? He replied that asked
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himself these questions when doing Math and when visiting his fkiends. Further
prompting did not reveal what he meant by the latter. He had a general idea that a plan
could help km, especially as he gets older.

Three weeks later, when he read a short story, s t o ~ !the
, intem asked MC if he
remembered how to help himself and he replied, "Picnires can give us the ciues. Thinking
and listening. The lettes." This book appeared to be too difficult so he tried another, O u

Grannv. The intem read the first page of this book as well. MC read most words correctly
and without any detraction fiom the overall meaning. He predicted several words based
on the passages overall meaning without attending to the initial letter.
Tawards the end of another story he miscued 'windows' for 'wails' and 'house' for

'halls' giving the impression that he was paying attention to initial sounds. These words
also made sense in the story even though they were not entirely interchangeable for the
correct words. The intern asked MC what kind of clues he used and he said, "Sounded

them out. Listening ...y ou know..JO the pictures. 1 was looking at the pictures to give me a
clue."

During the phoneme segmenting esercise MC said, " What. Stretch lem. You
forgot about that didn't you." He immediately recalled the self-talk practice and put it to

use.
Student 3: BD
Pre-intervention assessment.

BD is a grade 2 student who ha been at Newtown Elementary since the beginning

of Kindergarten. He lives with his younger brother and his mother and father. BD's
mother has consistent daily contact with the school. BD received smdl group assistance
in grade 1 as well. He does well in other subject areas besides language arts but often
takes a long time to complete work and has had some conflict with his classroom teacher
re: speaking inappropriately and out of tum. BD receives one-hdf hour of individual or
small group help in reading and/or writing three times during a six-day cycle. He received
one half hour of individual intervention three times during each six-day cycle for the
duration of the intemship.
Pre-intervention assessment results are summarized in Table 5.

BD appeared to be a competent student in a11 areas except reading and writing
which seemed to require more effort for him than did the other areas. He worked very
slowly and was often distracted which diminished his ability to comprehend and use
contextual clues. He appeared to be very lethargic and unconcerned about his apparent
lack of effort in school. BD seemed to be well-nourished and got adequate sleep. Some
time in March. BD's physician discovered that BD had some sort of thyroid diEculty
which may rxplain his energy ebbs and flows. A table of BD's strengths and needs was
devised in consultation with his teachers following this period of informal assessment
(sec Table 6).

Table 5
Summarv ofPre- and Post-Interventio~.Assessment for Student #3: BD

Pre-Intervention Assessrnent

Post-Intervention Assessrnent

Reading

Reading

* can identiQ one or two useful reading

* more fluent reading but inconsistent fiom

strategies

session to session

* can read 80% preprimer words in isolation * using sounding out as his primary strategy
and only 50% at primer level (Stieglitz)

* cm use other strategies with guidance and

* most frequentiy skips words he c m o t

prompting

identify irnmediately in isolation and in

* can read 80% primer words in isolation (1 5%

longer contex-ts

at Level One)

* can read 100% of preprimer words in

* reluctant to read longer passages during final

contest and 70% at primer level (Stieglirz)

assessrnent

* likss to 1isten to books

* more esplicit knowlcdge of reading strategies

* does not like to read himself

* perceives a comection between knowing how
to iead and knowing how to write

* says good readers read a lot
* enjoys reading aloud more at home than at
school

(Table conrinues)

Table 5 (continued)
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Writing

Writing

* c m write at least 32 words accurately

* more simple and complex sentences than

(Observation S w e y )

previously

* wites and spells phonetically without

* still focused on phonetic components when

regard to common spelling patterns

spelling

* writes with distinct words and sentences

* names same strategies as for reading

* tends to use simple sentences
* enthusiastic about writing personalized
stories which he ernbellishes

* conscious of errors/inconsistencies in
others - corrected the intern on occasion
--

Listeninq

Listening

* distracted by environmental objects and

* continues to be fiequently distracted

pht

* difficulty staying physically focused
* cm answer literal questions about a
passage read aloud (Levels 2 and 3)

* difficulty with interpretive and
creativdcritical questions (Levels 2 and 3 )

(Table continues)

Table 5 (continue4
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S~eaking

Speakinq

* difliculty summarizing a story - tends to

* more summary when retelling - less literd

be literal

* sometimes misses larger picture of story

* enjoys exaggerating when telling pesonal
stories
Phonemic Awareness

Phonemic Awareness

* delayed auditory analysis skills (late

* appropriate auditory analysis skills (late

Grade 1 , Rosner)

Grade 2, Rosner)

* easily distinguishes same and different

* competent at dl other phonemic awareness

word pairs

tasks

* can isolate initial, medial, and final
phonemes in simple words

* can blend and segment phonemes
* can identify rhyming pairs of words

(Table continues)

Table 5 (conrinued)
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AttitudesNork Habits

AttitudesiWork Habits

* frequently unwilling to read or write -

* improved confidence - *tes

most commonIy says "1 don't know."

exarnples of how he cm read and write more

* yawns and stretches fiequently in class

now than previously

and in individual sessions

* still having dificulty with pace of work

explicit

* plays uith materials and is in and out of
seat during instruction

* appears to be able to read and write with
more fluency and accuracy than he acnially
does

* dependent on others to do things for him
(i.e pack school bag, undress and dress at
SC hoo 1)

* little social interaction with other students

- some combative relationships
* can follow classroorn instructions
* uses a computer fiequently at home

(Table continues)
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Table 5 (continued)
Metacognitive Awareness

Metacognitive Awareness

* whispers aloud while he spells and talks to * explicit knowledge of four self-taIk questions
hirnself about how is doing with spelling

and when to used them

* cm identi& one or 2 useful reading

* did not generalize use to other subjects

strategies

without prompting

* is self-aware of difficulties and needs but does
not appear to wish to change these difiïculties

Note. Stieglitz = Stieglitz informai reading inventory; Observation Survey = Marie Clay

(1993) Writing Inventory in An observation survev of earlv literacv achievement; Rosner
= Rosner's test of auditory analysis skills.

Table 6
BD's Table of Strengths and Needs Followino Initial Assessrnent

Date: Feb.U97

Grade: 2

-.

Strengths

Needs

- enjoys drawing and puts a great deal of

- expand and develop reading and wrïting

effort into it.

sight vocabulary

-1ikes cornputers - has one at home

- to develop more explicit awareness and use

- has some reading and writing sight

of reading strategies.

vocabuiary

- to develop confidence and make greater

- good listening skills and cm understand

efforts (independence)

instructions (good listening comprehension)

- to retell a story in own words (not

- c m use contest for clues.

addressed during this time frame).

-good knowlrdge of consonant sound
correspondence.

*

.

Self-rai k training.

BD was able to think of and explain a number of instances when he talked to
himself. He described ralking when playing and when he wanted to do well at something.

He asked the intem about sleep-talking and said he talked in his sleep. He said he also
talked to hirnself when figuring out his math.

BD was introduced to the four self-talk questions and the cartoon and was able to
interpret the problem-solving pictures. In response to questions about his difficulties, he
replied, "1 don? know how to read." He claimed that the reading he had done earlier in the
day was only possible with his teacher's help. The intern suspected that BD did not want
her to think he could read because she might expect him to read.
During the shape coiouring activity BD was very involved and wanted to continue
the copy cat behaviour even after the session was over. He was able to mode1 the

planning and evaluating for the intem. The intem had tu remind him of the four questions
but he used them appropriately. He did equdly well with the rnaze tracing activity. This
question-asking procedure appeared to appeal to BD's desire for order which he
demonstrated on several occasions. He want to cornplete his "Book About Me" until
every detail was complete, he wanted to list al1 of the voczbulary he knew during

informal assessrnent and would scan al1 environrnental print to find words to enhance his
list, and he quickly prompted me if 1 forgot one of the four self-talk questions or was slow
to provide a prompt.

BD and the interr, brainstormed personal situations where BD could use this self-

talk procedure and set out a tentative plan for reading which involved strategy use.
Oneoing assessrnent and intervention.
Metacognitive: BD quickly leamed the four self-taik questions and could respond

to them appropnately within a reading session. The intem would ask him if he was using

his plan and he was consistently able to name the strategy which he had used. Afier the
fint self-talk session he requested that the intern add a strategy to his initial plan,
"Remembering words 1 already saw." BD was aware of the intem's role in enforcing the
use of four questions and would include the intem's role in his final responses to "How

did I do?".

BD also used the four question self-talk procedure for leaming individual words,
especially on a word processing prograrn that scrambled and read words which we took

From his reading such as 'park' and 'there' .
When using the four question procedure for writing, BD immediately recalled the

strategies he used for reading. Again, his primary strategy was sounding out. He wrote
sentences like, "itstethd is as shap as a nife." [It's teeth is as sharp as a knife.] Irregular

sounds and spellings caused him more difficulty than phonetically regular ones. He
usually identified these incorrectly spelled words but did nor know how to correct them or

make them more accurate such as by segmenting the words into phonemes.

BD liked the idea of having a plan. During a discussion halfway through the
intemship, he told the intern of his plan to trap and photograph the Easter bunny.
Concemed that he might be too dependent on the intem to remind him of strategy use,

BD was instructed to ask and answer the self-talk questions in his head. At this point in
ùme, towards the end of the sessions, BD appeared to be having more and more difficulty
focusing and would take much longer than necessary to read. His other teachen reported
similar behaviour. He took breaks to stare at the book, yawn, play with objects he could
reach, sit on the floor and lie on the desk. This behaviour necessarily disruptùig bis
fluency and comprehension. We discussed this problem at the end of the session and
although he achowledged what hc was doing, he did not seem concemed about changing
what he was doing. We spent part of the next nvo sessions discussing what rnakes a good
student and BD came up ~ 4 t hseveral concrete suggestions, each of which he explained
he \vas not,

Because of BD's esplicit awvareness of reading strategies, vie started a trick book
of reading and witing strategies. It wvas used for two or three sessions but BD soon lost
his. Since the purpose \vas to continue the strategy use outside of our sessions we did not
create another one. There were only three or four sessions left at this point.
Progress towards other short-term goals during intervention: In order to improve

BD's flurncy and instant recognition of words. the intem sornetimes used the method of
repeated reading. BD improved considerably at each reading and his improved speed
ripprared to positively affect his strategy use and cornprehension.

BD was eble to identifjr words which he had dficulty with afier he read and he
played garnes and listed word families to help his recail and recognition of these words.
From time to time, BD would say that he did not need to use his çtrategies
although when the intem prompted him as he was reading he could name the m t e g y he

was using. As well, he appeared to use a wider range of strategies when he was reading
more accurately.
BD's remediai teacher and the intern were concemed about his overrelianct on
sounding out and decided to reassess his sight vocabulq to see if it was improving. They
discovered th3t BD was reading more words fiom the graae 1 levtl list of site words thm
previously. Psrhaps because his sounding out competence was rclatively recently attained,

he kvas over relying on it as a ternporary measuïe which broughr a fair degree of reading
success. BD did not spontaneously read words through analogy with similar, farniliar
words but took ro this strategy readily on the five or six occasions that we used it. We
used the procedure for words he had difiïculty with in his reading.
As with other students, the intem began teaching reading strategies through
modelling sessions. His primary strategy \vas sounding out, sometimes to the exclusion of
contextual cues. If "sounding out" did not work, he did not know where to tum for m
alternate strategy.

Post-intervention assessment,
Post-intervention assessrnent resdts are included in Table 5.

BD was able to read at a more advanced reading level at the end of intervention
but he continued to be sporadic in his reading success and ability to attend.
During questions about self-taik awareness, BD recalled the four seif-talk
questions and could give examples of when he used this self-talk. He said that he used

them during reading and writing but did not w them so much in class because his
teacher did not ask him the same questions that the intem did.
When reading sight words in isolation, BD continued to perform well below grade

level. He scored 80% at the primer level and 15% at level 1. He could not read isolated
words beyond level 1.

The intem attempted to have BD read words in sentences and oral passages but he
was very reluctant to do so and claimed he could not read them. He may have been aware

that the intem was assessing him and uas reluctant to participate for that reason. After
aborting one session, the intem had him read from a different passage, The Fa11 is Nice
(Alberta IRI) and was able to note the strategies that he used. During this session he

skipped words and came back and told me, "I'm reading in my mind." He also used
sounding out and could cite examples when he did this.
When the intem questioned BD about his knowledge of reading he mentioned a
number of strategies and explained that "1 need to know how to write to read." BD
seemed to perceive this reading-writing comection throughout our sessions. He also

mentioned that he likes to read notes that his mom wlites to hirn on a cornputer. BD
appears to need a great deal of motivation to read.
When the intern asked BD his ideas about good reades he said that they read a lot
and demonstrated his reading improvement by asking the intem to write something for

hirn to read.

BD's wnting sarnple was coherent and composed of adequately complex
sentences. His writing tended to be highly phonetic but he was spelling more common
words correctly.
When the intern asked him about his knowledge of writing, BD listed the
strategies that he had previously mentioned for reading and for writing. He said he had
difficulty finding words he did not know. Often, when snick for a correct spelling, BD
would look around the classroorn for words he needed to be able to spell. He wanted ro
tell how he could spell animals now and he could not before.
When the intern asked BD his ideas about good writers he again wanted to
demonstrate. He told about words that he could spell.

BD performed well on the phoneme isolation, segmenting and blending tasks. He
scored at the late grade 2 level on Rosner's Test of Auditory Analvsis Skills one grade
level M e r along than he had in January.
Student 4: HR
Pre-intervention Assessrnent

HR is a Grade 3 boy who uansferred to Newtown Elementq fiom a nuai

NevAoundland school in October, 1996. This is his sixth school since Kindergarten. HR
received special help in Language Arts (esp. Reading) in Grade 2 in Calgary. He lived
with his mother and father for the better part of this school year but his father has recently

returned to Calgary (end of intemship period). He has a great deal of contact with bis
adult step-sister as well.

HR began receiving 1 1/2 hourdday of Special Education assistance (in Language
Arts) outside of the regular classroom upon his arriva1 at Newtown Elementary. His

reading and writing abilities are above those of his Special Education classrnates although
his confidence is quite low. HR received 1/2 hour of individual intervention time 3 times

in a six-day cycle. As well, the intem participated in his Language Arts class for 1 112
hours / six day cycle.
Pre-intervention assessrnent results for HR are surnrnarized in Table 7.

HR initiaily engaged in much negative self-talk and was very self-conscious about
his reading. He tended to choose tasks which neither met nor challenged his abilities. His
witing skills surpassed his reading skills and he had a great deai of trouble with sight
vocabulary. HR enjoyed conversation and exhibited solid work and study skills. He paid
attention in class and concentrated on his work. He was diligent about completing his

Table 7
Surnmary of Pre- and Post-Intervention Assessment: HR

Pre-Intervention Assessrnent

Post-Intervention Assessment

Reading

Reading

* chooses books beneath independent

* dificulty processing words on sight

reading level

* Independent sight word level (Preprimer-

* Independent sight word level (Preprimer -

Primer)

Level 1 ) (Stieglitz)

* miscues more visually and phonemically

* Independent contexnialized word level

similar to correct words than previously

(Level 1)

* Independent oral passage levei (Level2)

* Independent oral passage level (Level 1)

* uses wide range of reading strategies when

* uses syllabic appearance as guessing

reading longer and more difficult passages

strategy for unfamiliar words

* slower and more fluent reading

* uses

* aware of own accuracy

few reading strategies but only when

reading contexniaiised words

* still focused on importance of knowing big

* strategy used drcreased with length and

words and reading chapter books

difficulty of passage

* unable to esplicitly nanie strategies

Table 7 (continueri)
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Writinq

Writinq

* tends to use same sentence pattern

* more varied sentence patterns (simple and

repeatedly

complex) - similar to oral speech

* dificulty with some cornmon words and

* more risk-taking with spelling, punctuation

spelling patterns

and sentence patterns

* fairly accurate spelling

* ail1 some difficulty with cornmon spelling

* no difficulty choosing topic or generating

patterns

ideas

* focused on importance of neat handwriting,

* tends to rush without rereadinghewriting

spelling and writing conventions (product

* inconsistently uses capitals and penods

rather than process)

accurately

* knows writing strategies and makes
reading/writing link
-

-

--

Listening

Listening

* comprehends well from Levels 1 to Four

* no informa1 assessrnent carried out at this

(Stieglitz)

time

* can answer literai, interpretive and
creative/critical questions

* has mature conversational skills in ternis of
listening and responding

(Table continues)
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Speaking

Spxikinq

* c m retell a story logically and

* no informal assessrnent - observation reveal

chronologically

similar patterns to pre-intervention assessrnent

* enthusiastic speaker and storyteller
more cornfortable with factuai description

than narrative explanation of visual images

* has range of personal interestdevents to
discuss
Phonernic Awarenes~

ghonemic Awareness

* iate Gr. l!early Gr. 2 auditory analysis skiils * mid to late Grade 2 auditory analysis skills
(Rosner)

(Rosner)

* difficulty with phoneme segmentation -

* difficulty srgmenting consonant blends

uses onset and rime

* easily segments and blends simple words

* can blend phonemes or isolate individuai
phonemes

* cm identifi rhyming word pais

(Table continues)
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Table 7 (continued)

Attitudes/Work Habits

AttitudedWork Habits

* low self-esteem re reading and writing

* drastically improved confidence re reading

* lilces reading at home

and writùig - focused on successes rather than

* dislikes reading at school

mors

* focused on number of errors in reading
rather than successes

* very concerned with perfect performance
especially in front of othen
-

-

-

--

-

-

~VetacoaitiveAwarenes~

jbfetaco~nitiveAwarenex

* well developed negative self -talk (Le.

* less negative self-talk - more positive self-

would count errors as he read)

tdk

* few strategies to encourage his own

* vast expansion of reading and writing

performance

strategy use

* little esplicit knowledge of reading and

* moderate expansion of explicit strategy

witing strategies

knowledge (more for reading than writing)

NoteLStieglitz = Stieglitz reading inventory; Rosner = Rosner's test of auditory analysis
skilis.

(Table continrtes)
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homework. KR was very concerned, almost obsessed, with perfect performance. A table

of HR's smngths and needs was devised in consultation with his teachen following this
period of informai assessrnent (see Table 8).

Self-talk training.

HR responded well to the self-talk instruction and, of al1 the students, appeared to
have the most developed imer voice. Developmentally, he was ready for this
intervention. He gave numerous academic and social examples of self-talk and told the
intem about a number of negative things he says to himself when he is not doing well.
We discussrd possible positive comrnents he might make to himself to replace the more

nrgative self-statements.

During the shape colouring activity, HR copied what the intem said and was able
to mode1 self-talk. His cornments often had, however, an evaluative element that the
original mode1 did not. He oficn said "Very good." or "No mistakes". KR did not like to
make mistakes. During the trail-making activity, HR modelled well as the activity began
but needed prompting for the monitoring and evaluating questions.

HR said he felt a little

silly talking aloud to me. The intem esplained that one couid not know what he was

thinkinç unlrss he plannrd aloud. He had less difkulty with this as time went on.
The nest day consisted of review and application of the thinking aloud to HR's

reading. Reading strategies were included in the persona1 prompts.

Table 8

HR's Table of Streneths and Needs Following Initiai Assessrnent
Grade: 3

Date: Feb.297

Strengths

Needs

- likes to draw

- to develop and expand his sight word
vocabdary

- wants to do well; is aîientive and focused.

- needs to develop decoding skills at the

- has good comprehension and retelling

phonemic level (consonant blending and

abilities

segmentation) and syllable level - develop

- can use a number of reading strategies:

auditory anaiysis skills

context, syllable segmentation. repeating and

- expand and strengthen existing reading

reading on.

strategies

- to develop his confidence in his reading
abilities and reasonable expectations for self

neoirg assessrnent and intenrenhoq
Metacognitive: During HR's sessions, the ptimary focus was on reading strategies and,
to a lesser extent, wrïting strategies. During the first sessions the intern wanted to observe

HR's use of strategies in more detail so use of the expiicit self-talk questions was
temporarily delayed. When HR read something he had written he appeared to rush and,
when flustered, only used rereading as a strategy.
During observations in HR7sspecial education class, both the speciai education
teacher and the intem noted that he had great dificulty recognizing some simple words
when the contextuai cues were minimal, Le. log, dark. We discussed the idea of a
processing problem and agmd to consult the speech-language pathologist. She suggested
a focus on strategy use which involved creating a trick book of strategies with built-in
rewards and the use of short yet interesting reading materiai such as jokes and mysteries.
Also, when HR attempted to summarize an informational passage in writing, he
appeared to be shunbling over how to phrase his sentences and was writing with awkward
phrasing. He also had dificulty recaliing more than one or two specific details fiom the
passage even though he was very farniliar with the topic and was interested in it.
Upon implementation of the four self-talk questions, HR showed a steady
improvement in his strategy use and fluency. For the earlier sessions the intem asked HR
the questions and recorded his responses. Later, he would ask himself the questions,
sometimes overtly and sometimes covenly.

On one occasion, HR wrote and then dictated his writing to the intem. When the
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intem asked hirn the dif5erence between our two venions (note: the intern made editing
corrections), HR did not appear to understand. The only difference he stated was the
specific positionhg of our words on the lines. M e r severai repetitions, he could fmd
sorne differences. When writing firme drafk, he tended to refer to his old cirafts rather

than the intern's. In later writing sessions, brainstorming occurred first and HR found this
helpful. He spontaneously checked his ideas as he wrote about them.
Even in mid-way through the 12-week penod, HRts level of stress over reading
doud was intedering rvith his propress. He resisted recording himself on tape but was
very pleased with the results in the end. By making predictions about what percentage of

words he would read correctly and surpassing those predictions, he became more
cornfortable with the task. Mer several sessions, HR began to add his own idiosyncratic
self-talk to the sessions, i.e.,"Read on to the end in my mind." HR's seif-taik became more
and more detailed and he soon was able to review each page as he read and review the

strategies he had used on that page.

In order to reinforce the self-tdk process towards the end of the sessions the intern
modellrd the process by altemately reading pages of a book, J.ittle Dinosaur (Wilson,
1994) with HR. This book was at a late grade 2 reading level. He showed evidence of

using contextual cues more and could use phonemic cues to make guesses ar the word
level. During this longer activity, he was able to focus on taking time to read carefully

and fluency.
Progress torvards other short-tem goals during intervention: The intervention
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sessions included little work directly aimed at improving HR's sight vocabulary although
he did show an improvement in this area by the end of the sessions and stumbled less
over words such as 'what' and 'this'. In order to improve HR's confidence and reading
proficiency, the intem also used strategies such as repeated readings, and more skill-based
activities. During reading sessions, the focus was on the sound-letter relationships within
words which were practised by distinguishing between ver). similar looking words.
We started the tnck book during the second half of the 12-werk perïod. The trick
book included a reading strategy section and a writing strategy section. HR recorded
strategies, i-e. tricks, that he used or wanted to use within these sections and he would
receive a check mark or a small sticker when he could describe an instance when he used
one of the strategies. This book appeared to contribute to HR's increase in confidence

because he was rôcusing on what he was doing correctly, not on his erron. Also, he
tended to shift his focus to whether or not he used his strategies instead of how rnany
words he could not read.
Post-intervention assessment.
Post-intervention assessment resu1ts are sumrnarized in Table 7.

HR appeared to have progressed a great deal during the course of the winter,
although not as much as his teachers initially expected. There appean to be the existence
of some sort of processing problem which he may be able to compensate for to some
degree. HR's self-confidence improved tremendously as his reading improved and he
appears to read comfonab!y now a: a mid-grade 2 level.
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Throughout the sessions he was able to replace some of his negative self-talk with
more positive statements. He leamed to be expand his strategy repertoire and to apply
smtegies to situations more appropriately.
During explicit questioning about self-talk, HR was able to recall the four
questions we used to guide self-tdk and could give explicit examples of when he used
them. He was more aware of using strategies for reading than for writing or spelling

which reflects the relative time we spent on these activities.
HR showed much more varïed and explicit knowledge of metacognitive strategies
for reading than he had initially. He still believed he needed to 'know' the words, showing

his awareness of his weakness in rhe area of sight vocabulary.
Metacognitively, KR was aware of a nurnber of writing strategies which
overlapped with his reading strategies. He aiso included strategies such as rereading.

CHAPTER N

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Discussion of Research Findina

Based on this fairly Iimited research on a small number of students, with a wide
range of abilities and needs, and for a short period of time, there appear to be a number of
tentative conclusions that can be made about the use of self-talk training specifically and
the importance of metacognitive ability in general.
Metacognitive ability is u s d l y fairly undeveloped with very yotmg students.
Afier d l , part of their maturation involves the adoption of self-control and the ability to

plan and reflect on their own problem-solving. They may need to work on developing
strategies to monitor simple academic taslis to begin with. TC and MC were bea able to
deal w
ith simple tasks and strategies which were repeatedly practised.
Also, acadernic self-talk often needs to be accompanied by behavioural self-talk.
Had these two types of self-talk been combined during the internship, the students might
have achieved a greater degree of success. Students cannot be espected to monitor their
school work if they have not learned to attend in class.
The task of teaching self-talk to very young students becornes complicated when
these students are havinç more dificulty learninç to read and wite than their classrnates.

Although the long-term benefits may be greater for these students, the initial expectations
require both coping with class material which is ofien too difficult and the new self-talk
strategies. For these students, it ma); bç necessary to over l e m the necessary strategies

and to l e m how to explicitly generalize the strategies across 1 e a . g situations.

Another factor which appears to affect success at adopting self-talk is one's
personal degree of self-talk at the omet of training. Although age may affect one's ability
to monitor oneself there may be other components related to personaiity which play a
part. Introspectiveness and social maturity may also lend themselves more to self-talk

than other persondity features. Also, it is important to note that self-talk can be positive
or negative and even though students may engage in productive self-taik, they do not
necessarily act on this talk.

The duration and fiequency of self-talk training during this research was probably
not adequate to have lasting affects on student's metacognitive behaviour. With followup, it seems likely that these students might continue to use the specific metacognitive

strategies upon which they focused during the sessions but linle generalization appears to
have occurred. It seems that students need daily consistent training with metacognitive

strategies which are integrated with regular schooling. Some students may need extra
individualized training in the strategies if they are having dificulties. Thinking about our
own problem-solving behaviour is more likely to corne naturally if we do it constantly,

not only in discrete situations. Younger students probably need this consistency even
more than older students and students who are experiencing leaming difficulties need it
more than those who are academically successful.
It is difficult to tell how much of the students' success with metacognitive selftalk is dur:to the strategy training within this research and how much would have
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occurred without intervention. in the case of HR and his shift fiom negative to positive
self-talk, a number of individuals were aware of his d=culty and attempted to provide
situations where he could succeed and be praised for his success. Within individual
sessions, we explicitly discussed his habits of selfdoubt and explicitly discussed his later
success and the reasons for his change. This explicit awareness does not always appear to
corne nanirally with students who are having academic dificulties.
Although structured self-talk protocols which have been tried and tested with a
number of -dents

may work well, it may ais0 be necessary to personalize self-talk

statements and situations for individual students. Some students may personaiize
statements and younger students may need to simpliQ so that they use statements which
include the gist of the self-talk.
A longer penod of tirne may be needed in order to pass through Meichenbaum's

(1 977) £ive steps fiom cognitive modelling to non-verbal self-instruction. Students in this

study passed from modelled to guided self-talk and in some instances to independent selftalk. On several occasions students claimed to be using internalized self-talk. Once they
became very comfortable with particular strategies, they did not appear to wish to speak
them aloud.
Although some students use positive andlor negative self-talk spontaneously,
many othen appear to need models of metacognitive behaviour. Teachers and parents are
the ideal models for reinforcernent of self-talk. Adults who mode1 self-talk on a regular

bais and who gradua1ly scaffold self-talk behaviour for children both encourage
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children's independence and help to enhance their metacognitive abilities. Modelling of
phonernic skills may be most helphil with young readers if reading success is predicted
by phonernic segmentation skills.

The success of students in this study may have been limited by the intem's training
in teaching self-tdk which primarily came fiom independent reading and several graduate
level courses. Teacher t m h h g in metacognitive strategies aiid encouragement to engage
in reflective teaching would likely improve students' metacoative success. Manning and
Payne's (1996) comprehensive teacher training text, Self-talk for teachen and students,
addresses these issues of teacher reflection and the modelling of social and academic selftalk in a easy-to-follow manner and furthemore suggests thrt self-talk training and
awareness can improve teacher's feeling of self-worth and classroom potency.
Assessrnent of self-talk throughout this intemship was fairly open-ended and
consisted primari1y of the intern's observations and anecdotai records. Standardized
measures of metacognitive skills are still in the development stage and are fairly
problematic. O'Neil and Abedi (1996) are beginning to develop a metacognitive inventory
for high school students which they contend has some reliability. The assessrnent tool is,
however, a self-report checklist of one's metacognitive processes including awareness,

use of cognitive strategies, planning, and self-checking and therefore requires a certain
degree of self-awareness and objectivity. It would be very difficult to administer to young
students. Most other metacognitive measures also invoive a degree of self-assessment.
Manning (1990) categorises observed instances of self-talk which is more suitable for

younger students. Brown (1980) also argues that self-awareness is less developed in
younger students and that they often misassess their own strategy use. One may monitor
one's leaming in subtle ways at a young age which rnay not involve explicit
metacognitive awareness.

Discussion of Internship Goals and Ob-iectives
The first goals of the intemship was to deveiop assessrnent and intervention skills

and to work with students who are having difficuliies in reading and writing. As part of
the work towards this goal, the intern intended to assess individual students who were

having dificulty in reading a d o r writing and were recommended for Remedial or
Specid Education help.

During the fint three weeks of the internship, the intem assessed four individual
students for later in-depth intervention. The contents of these assessments results from
consultation with the off-site supeniisor and the on-site supervisor. They were also
detemined by the intem's observation of these students in their classrooms. During
original assessments, the intem usually included reading, w-iting. speaking and listening

assessments. During the final assessments, the intem tended to concentrate on
assessments that highlight focus areas From the intemship but also repeated many original
assessments for the purposes of cornparison.
Throughout the intemship. the intem also had the opportunity to carry out a
number of other informai luiguage assessments. The intem carried out individual reading

records and dictation assessments with grade 1 students.

The intern also performed in-depth, two hour assessments with three grade 5
students who were new to Newtown Elementary. Two of these students had been in

French immersion and had been having a great deal of difficulty in English language arts
and, most specifically, in reading. The other student had been receiving some reading
fiorn a volunteer helper at his other school but that school did not have a special
education program.. These children were being considered for specid education
instruction for the next school year. The intern met with parents and classroorn teachers
foilowing these assessments with recornmendations for in-class and at-home assistance.
During these intexventions the intem had the opportunity to try out a range of informai

including the Stieditz, the Alberta, and Burns and Roe IRIS.
reading inventories (IN)

The above experiences exposed the intem to a range of students who expenenced
a variety of academic and social difficulties. The intem leamed to follow up initial
assessment with more probing tasks.
As part of the assessrnent goals, the intem intended to develop individual
instructional activities based on assessment and carry out intervention with these students.

During the internship, the intern developed individual instructional activities for
the four students in the research study. The Pace and content of each lesson varied widely

with each student. For the most part, the intem felt the lessons were productive and
appropriate.
Each student did some work on reading strategies according to their
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developmental and ski11 level and each worked on writing as a response to reading. Trade
books were used for reading and students wrote about personally relevant topics. Each

reading strategy session was followed up by work on word patterns that had caused the
student difficulty in reading. In the cases of the two grade 1 students, they also worked on
letter formation and sound-letter relationships using alphabet cards, playdoh, cornmeal
for tracing letten and copying letters fiom models. Rereading was ofien used to reinforce
fluency and to allow for strengthening of reading sû-ategies.

In the case of the grade 2 mident, the intern felt she might have somewhat
neglected his dificulty with sight vocabulary which improved little during our time
together. His overdependence on phonetic analysis during reading continued to hamper
his fluency and comprehension. Partly, thk difflculty was due to his newfound success
with phonemic analysis which may have diminished relative to other strategies over time.

His Special Education teacher is concemed with his difficulty in the area of sight
vocabulary and is working to expand his repertoire.
4 third component of the assessrnent goals \vas to carry out remedial instruction

in coopention with remedial and special education teachers in the regular classroorn and
with a çroup of students who are receiving help outside of their regular classroom.

Dunng the entire intemship, the intem participated in the planning.

implementation and evaluation of a group of grade 1 students who came together for
language arts for 1 112 hours per day. Initially the intem simply observed, participated in

the classes and sat in on planning sessions but afier several weeks pianned some sessions
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and for the last five weeks did much of the planning, implementation and assessment in
consultation with the on-site supervisor..

The extended unit which the intem and supervisor developed stemmed fkom a
Reading Teacher anicle by Gaskins et ai (1W6), "Procedures for word leaniing: Making
discoveries about words", about using picnire books to develop phonemic awareness.

The unit focused particularly on the concept of rhyme and the use of phonemic ches to
read and to write. During the first 2 weeks of the unit the intem presented whole-class
literature based activities which wouid be foilowed up by small groupfocused centre
activities. The unit included skill-based phonetic components as well as whole literature
responses. Along with the centre activities were guided reading lessons, daily journds
and whole class word focus activities.
This was the first time the intem had devised centre activities- Activities were
structured around phonemic awareness activities and somewhat familiar to students
because of the introductory activities. Snidents were particularly interested in writing
their own books at the wt-iting centre.
Students responded well to this unit and enjoyed reading in rhyme although they

sometimes had difficulty composing their own rhymes. They wrote stories in rhyme, read
in rhyme and analysed rhyme.
Students who are having diffculty with reading and writing may need special help

both inside and outside of the regular classroom depending on each student's specific
needs, the ski11 and interest of their teachers, and other factors such as classroom size.

Dudley-Marling and Murphy (1 997) contend that remedial programs ofien serve to
ghettoire needy students and perpetuate a school experience which diffen fiom their
peers. They aiso argue that remedial programs such as Reading Recovery are
exceptionally convenient in schools which are resistant to change and neglect to address
the larger social issues which hinder students fiom disadvantages socioeconomic
backgrounds. The intempsexperience suggests that there are a nurnber of students who
would benefit from early intensive intervention which would prevent the need for later
specid services. Another group of students appear to have more complicated and ofien
physiologicd or neurological difficulties which require more instruction which may not
be appropriate in a regular classroom setting.
A final component of the assessrnent goal was to review the Literacy binder,

Literacv development in prirnary school: A support document for teachers and primary
school administrators, prepared for primary teachers by the Avalon Consolidated School
Board as well a s current professional literature to determine suggested activities.
The intem spent a number of hours prior to the internship reading the Literacy
binder, focusing on literacy development in primary students which was developed by the
Avalon Consolidated School Board and referred to it frequently during the intemship. It
includes research and theoretical literature on early language developrnent, as well as
assessrneni tools and teaching strategies to help develop early reading skills. One major
focus within the binder is on phonemic awareness, a ski11 which was reinforced with the
grade 1 students throughout the intemship and which is normally a centrai focus within
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that classroom, and which The on-site supervisor and the intem read about and discussed
on a daily basis.
Throughout the intemship, the on-site supervisor and the intem exchanged and
discussed professional literature on indicaton of early reading success as well as new
publications in the area of guided reading, reading difficuities, special education, and
other relevant areas. The particularly focused on reading around the topic of phonemic
awareness and the controversy between whole language and phonics and where phonemic
instruction fit in that debate (Clyner, 1996; Freppon & Dahl, 199 1; Griffith & Olson,
1992; Groff, 1990;Moustafa, 1993)

The second goal of the intemship was to leam the types of administrative
direction and intervention strategies which are successful in arriving at school-wide
reading and writing success, i.e. How can teachen help studqt with reading and writing

difficulties? What makcs teachen reflect on their instruction?

The fmt activity under this goals was to attend and contribute to grade 1 teachers'
weekly planning meetings. The vice-principal, who also taught a remedial language arts
group of grade 1 students, met with the other grade 1 teachen every Monday to review

plans for the week. The meetings consisted primarily of discussion of the activities for the
week which centred on a content-based theme such as penguins or an author study. This
contact gave time for the remedial tacher to develop curriculum which corresponded to
the regular classroom curriculum and to discuss progress of particular students although
discussion of the latter kvas less common.

During these meetings the intern acted primarily a s an observer dthough on
severai occasions she stood in for the on-site supemisor. The intern both contributed and
recorded idormation to share with her later on. These meetings gave the vice-principal a
route to l e m the types of things that were happening in individual classrooms and
occasionaily to suggest ways to improve language arts instruction. These suggestions
came mostly in the form of sharing the types of activities that were occurring in the
remedial classroom.
Unfominately, many of these sharing sessions consisted of choosing particular
activities for the week nom folders of material collected over past years rather than longtenn planning or discussion of how to irnprove insûuction and assessrnent of early
readers and writers.
Another activity which was intended to contribute to the intem's second goal was
to attend and contribute to primary teachers' long-term planning meetings for change in
language arts instruction.

Because of time pressure of report cards and other professional development
events, these planned meetings did not occur.

The intem did, however, participate in a Ml-day special education planning
meeting with the challenging needs and special education teachers. The day consisted

prirnarily of planning objectivdgoal items for future Individualised Pupil Plans (IPPs).

The sis trachen did sorne initial brainstorming together and then broke into groups of
two to deal ~vithlarger headings such as reading, writinp, listening, and speaking. The
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teachen seerned to have already developed fairly consistent formats for iPPs and were
fine cuning theù approaches. The discussion mounded topic of higher level and lower

level goals and objectives.
The third activity for the administrative goal was to i n t e ~ e w
the principal, viceprincipal and teachers about what they believe works best to b

~ about
g reflective

practices for teaches and students.
The intem did not cary out foxmal i n t e ~ e w with
s
the principal, vice-principal
and teachers but did have ongoing discussions about what was working and what needed

to happen in order to improve language arts instniction that responded to student needs
and which promoted competent reading and writing. On several occasions the intem did
sit down with the vice-principal, also the on-site supervisor, with specific questions in
rnind. i.e. How have you gone about the process of directing teachers toward stnictured
,
do you juggle the roles of teacher and
planning of the Language arts c ~ c d u m ?How
administrator in teacher planning meetings?, about how the administrative team at
Newtown Elementary had dealt wïth and planned to continue to deal with these issues.

The on-site supervisor is in the advantageous position of having an exîensive
background in spscial education while also having an administrative role withh the
school. She and the principal have worked toçether as a team for the last four years and in
that time have made special education a pnority. They both recognize a need for more

focused and structured reading and wïting instruction within the school and also the need
to attempt to bnng abo?it change slowly and with teachers as full participants.

They began their intervention with an emphasis on kindergarten instruction.
Teachea were encouraged to assess students at the beginning and end of the school year
and to emphasize learning the alphabet, knowing the concepts of print and using ninning
records to record reading progress. Kindergarten teaches now focus their instruction with
these goals in mind.
The next area of emphasis becarne grade 1. Particular concerns included teaching
sight vocabulary, sound-letter correspondence and using guided reading to focus student
progress. Encouragement to improve instruction in these areas is ongoing. Of particular
concern was the finding that students recently scored very high or very low on phonemic
awvareness assessments. Very few students fell in the middle range during these
assessments. Future meetings with primary teachen will discuss this particdar difficulty.
Crucial to change in these areas is the provision of a mode1 of instruction which
may be possible through The on-site supervisor's close contact with the grade 1 teachers
and through teacher meetings where they can initiate ideas for change. The administrative
team recognizes the needs for teacher omership in change and the necessity for planning
time to discuss such change.
Fourthly, the intern kepr anecdotal notes on teaching practices which appear to
hinder/enhance teachers' own reflective behaviour as well as student progress.
Throughout the intemship, the intem kept a daily record of activities and
impressions of the success and necessity of improvement in lessons which she taught and
which she observed others teaching .
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Interestingly, -dents

appeared to have most success with reading and writing in

classroorns where the teacher encouraged independent thinking and encouraging studentdirected problem-solving. This kind of approach suits well a metacognitive approach and
is in fact a form of strategy training.
As in most schools, teachers did not al1 encourage independent problem-solvùig

nor did they provide oppominities for evaluatïng one's own success. Students in the grade

1 remedial group seemed to have particular difficulty exerting thernselves during
classroorn activities.

The second goal of the internship was to use a metacognitive fiamework when
working with students in order to develop self reliance, reflective skills, and independent
reading and writing strategies. Most of the activities which f d l under this goal are
described in more detail in the research section. The third activity, to encourage teachers
to reinforce these strategies within the classroom is described bnefly here.

The intem regularly explained to classroom teachers the kinds of activities which
she was carrying out with their students but only discussed these in detail with the two
special education teachers with whorn she worked more closely.
With the grade 1 students, the intern and her supervisor agreed it was dificult to

teach these strategies with the whole group of students who seemed to be unready for this
type of training. On several occasions, talk-aloud strategies were used with the grade 2 3
math special education group which the intern visited once a week.

This internship was the beginning of an exploration into the many issues
surrounding special education, administrative roles in bringing about school change in

reading and writing instruction and intervention and the role that metacognitive
instruction in strategy use cm have in help students to become successful. The
recomrnendations fkom the research component of the intemship are discussed in the

research section o f this report.
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Appendix A
Reading Attitude lnventory
Paul Campbell, 1966 - Assessine a Manaeed Cuniculum

Name:

Grade

Teacher

1. How do you feel when your teacher reads a story out loud?

2. How do you feel when someone gives you a book for a present?

3. How do you feel about reading books for fun at home?

4. How do you feei when you are asked to read out loud to your group?

Appendix A (continued)

5. How do you feel when you are asked to read out loud to the tacher?

6 . How do you fetl when you corne to a new word while reading?

7.How do you feel when it is time to do your worksheet?

8. H o w do you fwl about going to school?

Appendix A (continued)

9. How do you feel about how well you can read?

10. How do you think your friends feel about reading?

1 1. How do you think your teacher feels when you read?

12. How do you think your fnends feel when you read out loud?

Appendix A (continued)
13. How do you feel about the reading group you are in?

14. How do you think you'll feel about reading when youtre bigger?

Appendiu B

Reading and Writing Knowledge Questions
Questions taken from variety of reading and wrïting assessrnent tools by

Things 1 know about writing that help me when I &te:

Things I still need to I û a m to be a better wrirer:

Things that cause me problems when 1 &te:

Things that make writing easier for me:

These are the kinds of things 1 like to write:

MY READING
Things 1 know about reading that help me when I read:

Things 1 still nerd to leam to be a better reader:

Things that cause me problems when I read:

D.Collier
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Things that make reading easier for me:

These are the kinds of things 1 Iike to read:

Appendk C
Phonemic Awareness inventory
(taken fkom Avalon Consolidated School Board Literacy Binder. 1996, PASPA8.)

Phonemic Awareness

PA-5

Phonemic A wareness Inventory

Auditory Discrimination
Ask the child to tell you if the words sound the same or different. Read each pair of
words to the child. Each pair may be repeated mice.
Practice: Listen carefully to the words 1Say and tell me if they are the same or different.
cat
cat
bet
bed

1 bat - bet

1 stop - top
1 fin - fun

1 bend - bend
I
I

I

1 middle - middle

I

1 hot - cot

1

1 ride - write

1

1 send - mend

I

1 ten -

ptn

ladder - letter
though - foe

Number correct: same:

different:

-

:otal correct:

Appendix C (continued)
Phonemic Awureness

Phoneme Isolation
To determine if the child can identify and Say a particular sound after hearing it in a word.
Show the child how phonemes can be pronounced: fat starts with lfl, teeth has the /ee/
sound in the rniddle and work ends with the sound /k/.
Ensure the child understands the
difference between beginning, middle and end. Say the word to the child, then ask the
child, "What sound do you hear at the beginning (middle, end) of this word?
Practice: f'm going to Say a word and you tell me die sound it starts (ends) with {or has in
the middle). Let's try two for pracîice:
Jack
What does Jack start
with?
cat
m a t does cat end with?
Lam

Sun

snap

sh~p

book

house
-

door
-

dog

bal

bike

*

vellow

made

cube

bal1
-

t*E

Total Correct

-

Appendix C (continued)
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Phonemic Awareness

PA-7

Chsroom Phoneme BIending and Segmentation Test (Taylor & Pearson)

Each one m a y be repeated Once.
A.

Example:

When I Say c-a-t, can you tell me the word?

1

f-i-b

Teacher says f - i - b

2

s-e-t

Teacher says s - e - t

3

t-a-p

Teacher says t - a - p

4

j-O-g

Teacher says j - O - g

5

c-u-t

Teacher says c - u - t

6

s-O-f-t

Teacher says s - O - f - t

Total correct:

B.

Example:

When 1 Say "sad" can you give me each sound you hear in the

word?
7

s-i-p

Teacher says s - i - p

8

p-a-t

Teacher says p - a - t

9

t-u-b

Teacher says t - u - b

10

b-e-t

Teacher says b - e - t

11

s-k-i-p

Teacher says s - k - i - p

12

f-a-s-t

Teacher says f - a - s - t

Total correct:

I

Appendix C (continued)
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Rhyme
Ask the child "Do you know what a rhyme is? C m you tell me two words that rhyrne? If
necessary, explain that rhyrnes are words that sound the same at the end, like walk-talk,
full-pull, but not pink-road. Read the Iist to the chiid and ask the child tu tell you if the
words have the sarne or have difTerent ending sounds.

Practice: 1 am going to Say two words. Please tell me if they rhyme or don't rhyme.
hit

bit

fun

mg

fat-cat

cake-take

red-- bed

eu--cheese

mice-bird

light--sight

head-house

sand-land

pin-win

light-road

du&-table

seal-hair

fabte--stable

hemy-penny

Total correct:

Appendix D

CIoze Procedure - Words
M e r students had tried to spell a nurnber of words, the intem would present the student
with the words with the incorrect letters missing (only one or two letters) and the student

would be asked to provide the missing letters.
Exam~le:

If the student misspelled the word 'dog' as 'dok', the intern would present:
do-.

* Words were taken from the snident's writing, books the student had read, or from
Inventory lis& of words

In school I would Iike to do better in:

Informal Language Test

(Dr. M. Giassrnan adaptation)
1 . Choose 3-6 action picnires (variety)

2. Student chooses 2 picnires to taik about
-discuss what and how of choice

-discuss how choices made (Why these? Why not these)
3. Student chooses
1 picture to talk about while able to look at it

AND
1 picture to look at, put away, and then talk about

- discuss why of choices
4. Student chooses which picture to taik about fint

- discuss why
5 . Choice #1 - unaided recall

- prompted recall
6. Choice ff2 - unaided recall

- prompted recdl (Le. Do you want to tell me astory?)

Appendix F (continued)

Make note of the foUowing:
a level of general meaning

1 - naming
2 - description
3 - interpretation (not orgaaised)
4 - narrative interpretation
5 - evaluative interpretation

b. sentence structure
c. quaiity of speech
d. spontaneity and expressiveness

INFORMAL LANGUAGE TEST - RECORD KEEPING
Date:

Time:

Duration:

Class missed:

1. a. Two choices made:

1.

b. Reasoning behind choices:
Why il1 and #2:

Why not others:

Appendix F (continued)
2. a, Picture to look at when needed:

Pictuce to look at and put away:

b. Reasoning behind choices:
3. a First picnire to tell about:

Second picture to tell about:
b. Reasoning behind choices
4. First choice:

a. unaided:
a. level of general rneaning
1 - naming

2 - description

3 - interpretation (not organised)

4 - narrative interpretation

5 - evaluative interpretation

b. sentence structure
c. quality of speech
d. spontaneity and expressiveness

Appendix F (continued)
b. prompted:
a level of general meaning
1 - naming

2 - description
3 - interpretation (not organised)
4 - narrative interpretation
5 - evaluative interpretation
b. sentence structure

c. quaiity of speech

d. spontaneity and expressiveness

5. Second choice:
a. unaided:

a. level of general meaning
I - naming
2 - description
5 - interpretation (not organised)
1 - narrative interpretation

5 - evaluative interpretation
b. sentence structure
c. quality of speech

d. spontaneity and expressiveness

Appendix F (continued)

b. prompted:
a. level of general meaning
1 - naming
2 - description

3 - interpretation (not organised)
4 - narrative interpretation

5 - evduative interpretation
b. sentence structure
c. quality of speech

d. spontaneity and expressiveness

Reading and Writing Attitudes

* questions compiled by D. Collier
READING:
1. What does a good reader do?

2. Who do you h o w who is a good reader?
Why are they a good reader?

3. Are you a bettet reader than you were at

Christmas time?
How do you know?
4. What kinds of books do you like to read?

5. Do you like to read at home?

at school?

WRITNG
1. What does a goood writer do?

2. Who do you know who is a good writer?
Why are they a good writer?
3. Are you a better witer than you were at

Christmas time?
How do you know?
4. What kinds of things do you !ike to wite:?

Appendix G (continued)
5. Do you like to write at home?
at school?

Appendix

H
Self-talk Questionnaire

* questions compiled by D.Collier
1. Do you remember the four questions we can ask ourselves when we have some work to
do? What are they?
2. Do you use these questions?
When do you use them?
When codd you use them?

3. How can using these questions help you?
4.1s there anythmg wronghrd with using these questions? Is there anything you would
change?

Appendix I

Self-talk Procedure

* procedure developed by D. Collier in consdatation with supervisors
1. Have you ever talked to younelf!

- List ideas
- give a persona1 exarnple
2. Introduce four questions:
i. What is my problem?

ii. How can I do it?

iii. A n 1 using my plan?
iv. How did 1 do?

- show cartoon and discuss contents
- mode1 personal example
3. Think-aloud instruction and practice:

- colouring shapes

- mazes
4. Decide on persona1 examples could use to role play.

Appendix J
Colouring Shapeflracing Mazes
(Cartiedge & Milburn, 1980)

COLOURING SHAPES
Materiais:

crayons

paper with shapes
cue pictures

Think out Ioud on colouring shapes:
TEACHER: (show shape papers) You are very good at colouring. Let's practice thinking
out Ioud while we colour. (Point to fattest bordered circle.) Our problem is to co!our this

shape the best we can without going outside the lines. Your problem is be a copy cat and
copy just what 1 Say and do. What is your problem?( Point to cue picture 1.) Good.

TEACHER: (Give children and yourself the paper of shapes to be coloured. Select the
circle with a fat border fmt.) We each have a paper with some shapes on it. The probiem

is to colour this shape the best we can without going outside the lines. Pick a coloured
pencil and 1'11 pick one.

TEACHER: Let's learn to think out Ioud to help us do this paper. Remember you must
co?y what 1 Say and do. Let's try it.

TEACHER: (Holding crayon in air. The questions and answers are ail to be copied by the
chi Id.)

Appendix J (continued)

Q. What is my problem?
A. 1am supposed to colour this circle without going outside the lines.

Q. How can 1 do it?
A. 1'11 go slowly. 1'11 be careful. 1'11 outline the circle Est. Then 1 can go

faster in the middle. OK, here 1 go.

Q. (remind: Where is my copy cat?)
TEACHER:
Q. Am I using my plan?
A. Yes. I'm making a frame around the outside. I'mgoing slowly. Now 1c m go

faster in the middle. (Cross line boundary). Oooops, 1 went too fast. 1 went ourside the
line. That's OK. 1'11 be more careful. 1'11 go slower. There 1 did it.

Q. How did 1do?
A. I tried hard. 1 went slowly. And 1 Iearned something. 1s it a good idea to colour

fast?

CHILD:
TEACHER: (Teacher models thinking out loud on a different shape while child copies.
Child tries to think out loud while tracing shape.

TRACING MAZES

TEACHER:1 have a new problem for us today. We are going to make trails. What is a
mil?

Appendix .J (continued)

CHILD:
TEACHER:Yes, it is like a small road where motorcycles can go or where people can
hike. (Show trail A). The problem is to draw a trail fiom #1 to #2 to #3 to M and so on
without lifting your pencil from the paper. 1'11 ûy the first one. You be the copy cat.

TEACHER:
Q. OIS. What is my problem?
A. I need to draw a trail to each number in order -- like 1,2,3,4 -without

lifting my pencil fiom the paper.

Q.How can I do it?
A. Before I draw a line, 1'11 find the next number 1 have to go to. mat's

how thinking out loud will help me. 1 could go fast but 1 might make a rnistake, so ['Il go
slow.
Here I go. @ick up pencil) Here's $1 -- that's where 1 start. Now my plan 1'11 find $2. Good, here it is (hold finger on ;f2 and draw a line to it.) $3

- Yep. Good, I'rn

going slow and I'm planning ahead.
(while looking for % lift pencil off of paper. I f children don? catch you,
say:) Oops. I'm supposed to keep my pencil on the paper. That's kind of hard.1 better
remind myseif - keep my pencil on the paper. (holding p e n d on paper),

Appendix J (continued)

OK, now where do I go? I'm at $3 so 1 better find S . Yep. (frorn k 4 go
directly to #6 without planning. When recognize error, feign anger and slam pencil on
desk-) I did it wrong. 1didn't plan ahead. 1can't even do this. (pout, then calm yourself).
Weil 1just went too fast. I knew I'd make a mistake if 1went too fast. If 1 slow down 1 cm

do dl right. (place pencil back at M).
Q. Am 1 using my plan?
A. Yes, I'm looking ahead. There's #5

- that's where I need to go. 1 feel

better now -- I'm doing a good job. After 5 cornes 6. Good. And that's how we do the

trail. 1'11 let you have a tum now.
Q. How did I do?
A. I pot kind of mad, but then I slowed dowm. I did better when 1 planned

ahead. 1 wasn't very good at keeping my pencil on the paper.

TEACHER: You try making a trail @and children another short trail - review cartoon.
Point to pictures during verbalizations)
(when they finish the sample, hand children trail B with numben 1

through 15. ) Here's a problem with more numbers. What plan will help you do this
pro blem?
1s it a good idea to go îàst on this problem?

(other trails - listen for talking aloud - mode1 other plans - looking ahead -- planning

from beçiming or end? -tracing with fingers fiom two ends -- try with eraser fint)
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